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This is a second article on quotients of Hom-functors and their applications to
the representation theory of finite general linear groups in a nondescribing
characteristic. After some general results on quotients of Hom-functors and their
connection to the Harish]Chandra theory these constructions are used to obtain a
Ž .full classification of the l-modular irreducible representations of GL q for somen
prime power q which is not divisible by the prime l and to explain some facts on
their Harish]Chandra series and decomposition numbers. Q 1998 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
This is a second article dealing with the representations of finite general
linear groups G in the nondescribing characteristic case and quotients of
w xHom-functors in fulfilment of an announcement in 9 , promising new
proofs for the classification of the irreducible representations of G.
In the first three sections the general theory of those functors is further
w xdeveloped. In particular some errors of 9 are corrected. The relation
between the functors for different projective resolutions is investigated as
well as the image of the different right inverses of those.
Our main applications of these functors concern representations of
Žfinite reductive groups G in nondescribing characteristic, they have how-
w x.ever been successfully applied to p-adic groups as well, see 46 . Quotients
of Hom-functors arise here especially in connection with the Harish]
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Chandra theory, which is used to subdivide the irreducible G-modules into
the Harish]Chandra series in terms of Hecke algebras associated with
wreflection groups. Partial results in this direction were obtained first in 7,
x Ž . w x8 for general linear groups and in 15, 16 for arbitrary finite reductive
w xgroups. In 28 Geck, Hiss, and Malle established then the general case:
They showed that Harish]Chandra induced irreducible cuspidal modules
in finite reductive groups in a nondescribing characteristic always satisfy
w xHypothesis 1.1 and the results of 9 apply. In particular the Harish]
Chandra series can be described in terms of the irreducible representa-
tions of endomorphism rings of these modules. In Section 2 we give details
on these results in the general setting of Hom-functors and Harish]
w xChandra theory as developed in 13 . Geck, Hiss, and Malle showed too
that those endomorphism rings are Hecke algebras associated with certain
Ž .abelian extensions of reflection groups extending Howlett]Lehrer theory
w x36 . However, because there is no complete classification of the irre-
ducible cuspidal representations of finite reductive groups G, the Harish]
Chandra series of G are still not determined.
About 25 years ago Green and Sawada utilized different functors,
connecting representations of G-modules with those of the endomorphism
ring of a certain induced G-module to obtain a classification of the
irreducible G-modules in the describing characteristic case. These meth-
w xods were reinvestigated by Cabanes in 3 . Subsequently Geck and Hiss
w xshowed in 27 , that they can be applied in the nondescribing characteristic
case as well and they produced an alternate method to obtain the Harish]
Chandra series in terms of Hecke algebras. Our approach here and the
Green]Sawada]Cabanes approach use different assumptions: We need
Hypothesis 1.1, whereas there the assumption is needed, that the endo-
morphism ring in question is a self-injective algebra. The proofs in both
approaches are very similar. In addition, if both conditions hold, the
corresponding functors coincide on a large class of modules including
those irreducible G-modules, which are not taken to the zero module by
the functors. More details on these functors will be given in an upcoming
article by Volker Schubert.
There is a further question besides the classification of the irreducible
G-modules, which can be studied using quotients of Hom-functors, namely,
the calculation of decomposition numbers. To do this, we need an integral
theory describing the transition from characteristic zero to characteristic l
representations of G using quotients of Hom-functors between module
w xcategories of O-orders over integral domains O. Results on these from 9
Ž .are revised and corrected in part in Section 1. The key theorems here are
w x9, 4.10 and Theorem 1.30 of this article. The applications are twofold:
First we are able to describe part of the l-modular decomposition matrix
of G in terms of decomposition matrices of Hecke algebras. Second, we
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Žuse Theorem 1.30 to enlarge Hecke algebras to q-Schur algebras which
.are not self-injective in general even over fields to apply the theory of
quotients of Hom-functors a second time.
All this works especially well, when G is a finite general linear group.
Thus the second part of the article, starting with Section 4, is devoted to
Ž .the representation theory of GL q . As a consequence we get a classifica-n
Ž .tion of the irreducible l-modular representations of G s GL q forn
primes l not dividing q and we get information on decomposition
numbers in terms of Hecke- and q-Schur algebras. Most of this was done
w x w xbefore in 7, 8, 38, 39 and 40 , however the method and the proofs here
are new and more conceptual.
At the end of Section 6 we recover and generalize a result of Takeuchi
w x45 who constructed q-tensor space directly as a subquotient of the group
algebra of G and showed, that it satisfies Schur]Weyl duality. The result
follows from our investigation in Section 3, where we demonstrate, that
this is a general result on quotients of Hom-functors with respect to
self-injective endomorphism rings.
The representation theory of finite general linear groups in nondescrib-
ing characteristic is an especially well behaved application of our general
setup. Hiss and Gruber used similar methods to classify the irreducible
w xl-modular representations of classical groups in 31 for so-called linear
Ž .primes l roughly a third of all primes and reduced the computation of
the l-modular decomposition matrix of these groups to those of q-Schur
algebras.
w xIn 18 Gruber and the author apply the general theory of this article to
representations of arbitrary finite groups G with a split BN-pair. General-
ized q-Schur algebras are constructed and used, to produce many irre-
ducible l-modular G-modules for nondescribing primes l , and it is shown
that their decomposition matrices are part of the l-modular decomposi-
tion matrix of G. The results however are not as complete in general as in
the case of general linear or classical groups with respect to linear primes.
We neither get a classification of all irreducible G-modules nor do we
obtain a complete description of the decomposition matrix of G in terms
of generalized q-Schur algebras.
For an application of quotients of Hom-functors to p-adic groups and
some general results on the functors we refer to a preprint of M. F.
w xVigneras 46 .
1. QUOTIENTS OF HOM-FUNCTORS
w xIn general we take over notation and main definitions from 9 . However
there are exceptions.
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w xWe begin with the basic setup of 9 and we supplement a few further
results which are needed later on. Thus R is a commutative Noetherian
ring, and T is a semiperfect R-algebra which is finitely generated as an
R-module. All occurring modules are, if not stated otherwise, finitely
generated. The category of finitely generated right T-modules is denoted
by mod , the category of finitely generated left T-modules is denoted byT
mod. Let M g mod , and let b : P “ M be a projective presentation ofT T
M. Thus P g mod is projective, and b is an epimorphism. Let E sT
Ž .  < Ž . 4End P . We take E s f g E f ker b : ker b . The endomorphismT b
 < 4ring of M is denoted by H. Obviously J s c g E im c F ker b is anb
Ž w x.ideal of E and E rJ ( H as R-algebra canonically, comp. 9, 2.1 . Ourb b b
basic hypothesis is now the following:
HYPOTHESIS 1.1. For M g mod we say that the projecti¤e presentationT
b : P “ M of M satisfies Hypothesis 1.1, if E s E.b
Then J is an ideal of E , and we identify H and ErJ by the canonicalb b
isomorphism induced by b. We now have a functor,
H s H b s H b : mod “ mod ,M T H
Ž . Ž .which takes the T-module V to the H-module H V s Hom P, V rT
Ž . bHom P, V J . On maps H is defined in the obvious way.T b
Ž .The P-torsion submodule t V is the unique maximal submodule X ofP
Ž . Ž .V g mod with respect to the property that Hom P, X s 0 . TheT T
kernel ker P of P is the full subcategory of mod , whose objects areT
Ž . Ž . Ž .T-modules V with Hom P, V s 0 . So V g ker P precisely if t V s V.T P
Ž .We have a functor A : mod “ mod taking V g mod to Vrt V . WeP T T T P
Ž . Ž . Ž .say that V is P-torsionless if t V s 0 . So A V is the maximalP P
Ã ÃP-torsionless factor module of V. We define the functor H s H: modM H
Ž .“ mod to be the composite functor A ( ym M . For V g mod theT P TH
Ž .trace t V of P in V is the T-submodule of V generated by the images ofP
all homomorphisms f : P “ V.
Ãw xIt is shown in 9, 2.16 that H is a right inverse of the functor H. Thus in
particular, if T is a finite-dimensional algebra over some field, if H is a
complete set of nonisomorphic irreducible H-modules, and if T is aM
complete set of nonisomorphic irreducible T-modules which are not taken
to the zero module under the functor H, then H induces a bijection
w xbetween T and H 9, 2.28 .M
Ž .For an arbitrary module V the Jacobson radical Jac V of V is the
Ž .intersection of all maximal submodules of V, the head hd V is the factor
Ž . Ž .module VrJac V . Thus hd V is the largest semisimple factor module
Ž .of V. Similarly the socle soc V of V is the largest semisimple submodule
Ž .of V. For a ring S the Jacobson radial Jac S of S is defined to be the
radical of the regular representation S of S.S
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w xResults 9, 2.28, 2.32, and 2.20ii say:
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that b : P “ M satisfies Hypothesis 1.1. Then
Ž .i If M is P-torsionless and if X is a right ideal of H, then
ÃH X s XM ( A X m M .Ž . Ž .P H
Ž .ii If R is a field then T is a complete set of nonisomorphicM
Ž .irreducible constituents of hd M . E¤ery indecomposable direct summand of
M has a simple head and factoring out the Jacobson radical induces a bijection
between the isomorphism classes of indecomposable direct summands of M
and the elements of T .M
w xIt was remarked in 9, 2.4 that the functor H s H is independent ofM
the choice of the projective presentation b : P “ M. This however is not
correct. Here are some precise statements about what happens, if we
change the projective presentation of M to another one, for which
Hypothesis 1.1 as well holds. Obviously it is enough to consider the
minimal projective cover b : P “ M of M. Note that by general theory P1 1 1
splits from the kernel of b , that is ker b s ker b [ P , P s P [ P , and1 2 1 2
b s b [ 0 in the following short exact sequence,1
b [01
0 “ ker b [ P “ P [ P “ M “ 0. 1.3Ž .1 2 1 2
We can write down elements of P as column vectors with two compo-
nents, the first one from P and the second one from P , and accordingly1 2
the endomorphisms of P by 2 = 2-matrices with entries in the appropriate
Hom-spaces,
E Hom P , PŽ .1 T 2 1
E s , 1.4Ž .b ž /Hom P , P EŽ .T 1 2 2
setting E s E for i s 1, 2. For a ring S and S-modules V , V and fori b 1 2i
Ž .U F V we define Hom V , V U to be the submodule of V spanned by1 S 1 2 2
all images im f for restrictions f to U of homomorphisms from V to V .1 2
We calculate
E Hom P , P ker bŽ .1 T 2 1 1ž /Pž /Hom P , P EŽ . 2T 1 2 2
E ker b q Hom P , P PŽ .1 1 T 2 1 2s ž /Hom P , P ker b q E PŽ .T 1 2 1 2 2
ker b q t PŽ .1 P 12: .ž /P2
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Ž .Thus b satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 if and only if t P : ker b or equiva-P 1 12
lently,
Hom P , P s Hom P , ker b .Ž . Ž .T 2 1 T 2 1
Assume Hypothesis 1.1 holds. Then
J Hom P , ker bŽ .1 T 2 1J s .b ž /Hom P , P EŽ .T 1 2 2
Ž .We denote the Hom-set Hom P , P by E for i, j s 1, 2 and i / j.T i j i, j
Ž .Thus in particular Hom P , ker b s E . Homomorphisms from P intoT 2 1 2, 1
Ž .a T-module V are written as row vectors a s a , a , where a g1 2 i
Ž .Hom P , V for i s 1, 2. We haveT i
Hom P , V JŽ .T b
J E1 2, 1s Hom P , V , Hom P , VŽ . Ž .Ž .T 1 T 2 ž /E E1, 2 2
s Hom P , V J q Hom P , V E , Hom P , V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .T 1 1 T 2 1, 2 T 2
setting J s J .1 b1
We have shown:
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1.5. Let b s b , 0 : P [ P “ M be gi¤en as in formula 1.3 .1 1 2
Then b satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 if and only if
t P : ker b .Ž .P 1 12
Moreo¤er for V g mod we ha¤eT
H b V ( H b1 V r Hom P , V E .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .T 2 1, 2
Thus H b s H b1 if and only if e¤ery homomorphism from P to P factors1 2
through a linear combination of endomorphisms of P whose image is1
b1Ž . Ž .contained in ker b , that is H P s 0 . If this condition does not hold,1 2
then H b is a proper quotient of H b1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that t P : ker b is equivalent to Hom P , M s 0 or, if RP 1 1 T 22
is a field, that no composition factor of the head of P occurs as2
composition factor of M. Thus we have:
Ž .LEMMA 1.6. Let b s b , 0 be as in the pre¤ious lemma. Then b1
Ž . Ž .satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 if and only if Hom P , M s 0 . In this case M isT 2
P-torsionless if and only if it is P -torsionless.1
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Of course the last condition in Lemma 1.5 holds in particular if
Ž . Ž .Hom P , P s 0 and hence we have:T 1 2
COROLLARY 1.7. Suppose that P is a projecti¤e T-module and assume2
Ž . Ž . Ž .that Hom P , P s 0 and that t P : ker b . Then b s b [ 0:T 1 2 P 1 1 12
P [ P “ M satisfies Hypothesis 1.1, and H b s H b1.1 2
w xWe are now ready to sharpen results 9, 2.28 and 2.32 in special cases. A
ring H is called self-injecti¤e if the regular module H is injective.H
THEOREM 1.8. Suppose b : P “ M satisfies Hypothesis 1.1. Assume that
R is a field, and assume that M is P-torsionless. If H is self-injecti¤e, then
e¤ery element of H is isomorphic to some minimal right ideal X of H and the
ÃŽ .corresponding element H X of T is isomorphic to XM. Moreo¤er T isM M
Ž .up to isomorphisms a complete set of the irreducible constituents of soc M as
Ž .well as of hd M , e¤ery indecomposable direct summand of M has a simple
socle and a simple head, and taking socles, respecti¤ely, heads induce bijec-
tions between the isomorphism classes of indecomposable direct summands of
M and the elements of T . Socle and head of the indecomposable directM
summands of M are isomorphic if in addition H is a symmetric algebra.
Proof. The first part of the theorem follows immediately from Theo-
rem 1.2. By the same result T is up to isomorphism precisely the set ofM
Ž .irreducible constituents of hd M , hence of the head of the projective
cover P of M. Because M is P-torsionless by assumption it is P -torsion-1 1
less by Lemma 1.6. Thus every irreducible submodule of M is isomorphic
Ž .to an irreducible constituent of hd P , hence to an element of T . Let S1 M
Ãw x Ž .be an element of T . By 9, 2.27 and 2.28 S s H X for some irreducibleM
H-module X which we may assume to be a minimal right ideal of H since
H is self-injective by assumption. By Theorem 1.2 we have S s XM, hence
this is contained in the socle of M, and therefore T is up to isomor-M
Ž .phisms a complete set of irreducible constituents of soc M . The last
assertion of the theorem follows easily now from the fact, that the head
and the socle of an indecomposable projective H-module are isomorphic if
H is a symmetric algebra.
However, as remarked in the Introduction, using the Green]Sawada]
Cabanes approach one can obtain a similar theorem replacing our Hypoth-
esis 1.1 by the assumption that H is a symmetric finite-dimensional algebra
over some field and that every composition factor of the head of M is also
wa composition factor of the socle and vice versa. For details see 27, 2.8
xand 2.9 .
Ã Ãb Ãb bWe now turn to the right inverse H s H s H of H . This as wellM
depends on the choice of P in general because A does. Here are someP
Ãb Ãb1results relating H and H for the minimal projective cover P of M.M M 1
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They are the composite functors of ym M with A , respectively, A ,P PH 1
and hence they are distinguished only by the latter functors. Obviously for
Ž . Ž .V g mod the module A V is an epimorphic image of A V , sinceT P P1
Ž . Ž .kerP : ker P and therefore t V F t V . We have shown:1 P P1
LEMMA 1.9. Let X g mod . Then there is a natural epimorphism fromH
ÃŽP . ÃŽP1.Ž . Ž .H X onto H X .M M
ÃŽP .Ž Ž ..The kernel of the map in Lemma 1.9 is obviously A H X .P M1
We now prove some auxiliary results for later use. First we want to
Ž .deduce that the ideal J of the endomorphism ring E s End P isb 1 T 11
Ž .contained in the Jacobson radical Jac E of E . For this it suffices, for1 1
example, to assume that T is Noetherian. In all our applications T has this
property.
LEMMA 1.10. Suppose that T is Noetherian. Then
J : Jac E .Ž .1 1
Proof. Because T is Noetherian and P is finitely generated every1
surjective endomorphism of P is actually an isomorphism, see, e.g.,1
w x  < 46, 5.8 . From this one concludes immediately that f g E im f : V is a1
maximal right ideal of E for a maximal submodule V of P and one gets1 1
every maximal right ideal of E in this way. As a consequence,1
f g E im f : Jac P s Jac E .Ž . Ž . 41 1 1
Because b : P “ M is a minimal projective cover and T is semiperfect,1 1
ker b : P Jac T : Jac P : Jac P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
Ž w x.by general theory, see, e.g., 6, 6.21 and 5.6 . The claim now follows
immediately from the definition of J .1
We assume from now on that T is Noetherian. Lemma 1.10 implies the
following useful criterion to determine if a given T-module is mapped to
the zero module or not. We keep the notation of Lemma 1.5 and we
denote the class of all T-modules which are taken to isomorphic H-modules
by the functors H b and H b1 by M b and the class of all T-modules which
are taken to the same H-module under all Hom-functors H b by M.
COROLLARY 1.11. Let V g M b. Then
H b V s 0 m Hom P , V s 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T 1
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 1.10 and Nakayamas
Žw x.lemma 5, 5.7 .
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Remark 1.12. Lemma 1.5 and Corollary 1.7 provide criteria for M b to
be mod . In the applications which we are mostly interested in, we oftenT
have that H b s H b1 or we apply Corollary 1.11 to T-modules of which
we know by some other reason that it belongs to M. Later we deter-
Žmine under special assumptions large classes of modules in M see
.Remark 1.25 .
Ãb Ãb1Having a left inverse the functors H and H are injective on objects.M M
In particular they take only the zero object to zero. Moreover, H-modules
which are decomposable are taken to decomposable T-modules by these
functors. However they do not preserve indecomposability in general.
LEMMA 1.13. Let X g mod be indecomposable, and let V be one of theH
Ãb Ž . Ž .T-modules X m M, X m P, H X , or A X m P . Let V s V [H E M P E 1
V [ ??? [ V be a decomposition of V into a direct sum of indecomposable2 k
 4T-modules. Then there is an index i g 1, . . . , k such that the following holds
Ž .¤iewing X if needed as an E-module ¤ia the epimorphism E “ H :
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  4i H V s X and H V s 0 for i / j g 1, . . . , k .M i M j
Ž .  4ii V (u V for i / j g 1, . . . , k .j i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Hom P , V / 0 and Hom P , V s 0 for i / j gT 1 i T 1 j
 41, . . . , k .
Proof. Since H is a left inverse of each of the four functors whichM
w xappear as a choice in the definition of V from X by 9, 2.16 , the
Ž .H-module H V ( X is indecomposable by assumption. Because HM M
preserves direct sums there is precisely one direct summand V which isi
taken by H to X, and all other direct summands V , j / i are taken toM j
the zero module. This proves part one. The second part of the lemma
follows immediately and the third one using Corollary 1.11 for the first two
choices of V, because they are taken back to X under the functor H b1.
For the remaining two choices for V we observe that the functor AP
preserves direct sums and the result follows easily using the projectivity
of P .1
For the next lemma we assume that T is a finite-dimensional algebra
Ž .over some field or more generally an artin algebra . Because P is the1
minimal projective cover of M, these two modules have the same head.
The previous lemma now implies immediately:
COROLLARY 1.14. In the situation of Lemma 1.13 suppose that H b s H b1,
where T is a finite-dimensional algebra o¤er some field. Then no composition
factor of the head of P hence of M occurs as a composition factor of V for1 j
 4i / j g 1, . . . , k .
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w xThere is a further application of 9, 2.21 in connection with Lem-
ma 1.13:
COROLLARY 1.15. Keep the notation of Lemma 1.13 and suppose that M
is P-torsionless. Let X be an indecomposable right ideal of H. Then
ÃbH X s XMŽ .M
is indecomposable.
Ãb bw x Ž . w xProof. By 9, 2.20 we have that H X s XM, and by 9, 2.21 HM M
induces an isomorphism between the endomorphism rings of X and XM.
Because X is indecomposable, its endomorphism ring is local, hence the
endomorphism ring of XM is local as well and XM is indecomposable as
desired.
In the applications we have in mind, H is a self-injective finite-dimen-
sional algebra over some field, and hence every irreducible H-module is
isomorphic to a minimal right ideal of H. Note too that this result applies
in particular to principal projective indecomposable H-modules of H.
These are principal right ideals X s x H generated by an idempotent, and
for those one has obviously,
XM s xM ( x m M s X m M , 1.16Ž .H H
Ãb Ž .such that in this case one gets H X already as tensor product X m MM H
provided, M is P-torsionless.
The following lemma is a refinement of Corollary 1.15:
LEMMA 1.17. Let X be an indecomposable direct summand of an ideal of
H and suppose that M is P-torsionless. Then
ÃbH X s XM s A X m MŽ . Ž .M P H
is indecomposable.
Proof. The claim follows as in Corollary 1.15 observing that ym MH
and t preserve direct sums.P
wWe now turn to the more specialized situation described in 9, Sec-
xtion 4 . So let O be a discrete complete valuation ring with quotient field
K and residue field F. Let T be a semisimple K-algebra and let T be anK O
O-order in T . We say V is an irreducible T -lattice if V s K m V is anK O O K O O
irreducible T -module.K
Recall that a T -module V is liftable, if V s F m U for some T -latticeF O O
U. Moreover, if U , V are T -lattices, thenO O O
Hom U , V ( K m Hom U , V 1.18Ž . Ž . Ž .T K K O T O OK O
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canonically. Similarly we have an homomorphism of F-spaces,
F m Hom U , V “ Hom U , V , 1.19Ž . Ž . Ž .O T O O T F FO F
which is injective but not necessarily surjective. The homomorphisms in
Ž .the image of that map are called liftable, and similarly Hom U , V isT F FF
said to be liftable, if this homomorphism is bijective.
We take M g mod to be O-free and we assume that the projectiveO TO
presentation b : P “ M satisfies Hypothesis 1.1. We let H beO O O
Ž .End M . Similarly we indicate for other objects that they are definedT OO
 4over O, by adding a subscript O. For R g K, O, F and an object X weO
w x Ž .abbreviate R m X by X . By 9, 4.7 Hypothesis 1.1 for R s O isO O R
equivalent to ker b having no irreducible constituent with M in com-K K
mon. Moreover if this holds, the decomposition matrix of H is a subma-O
w xtrix of the decomposition matrix of T , 9, 4.10 .O
w xIn 9, 4.7 it was also shown that Hypothesis 1.1 holds for b s 1 m bR R O
 4for all choices of R g K, O, F . The three resulting Hom-functors and
their right inverses are distinguished by a suffix R, but usually we drop the
suffix M , if no ambiguities arise.R
We adopt the notation introduced at the beginning of the section but we
add a further index R, where R is as usual one of the rings F, O, or K. In
particular b : P “ M is a projective cover of M for R s O or F,1, R 1, R R R
and b s b [ 0 for all choices of R.R 1, R
LEMMA 1.20. Let b : P “ M be a projecti¤e presentation of theO O O
T -lattice M . Then M is P -torsionless for R s K and O.O O R R
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that b is an epimor-K
Ž . Ž .phism and that Hom P , M ( K m Hom P , M .T K K O T O OK O
Remark 1.21. Note that the Hom-functor H b does not take T -latticesO O
Ž .to H -lattices in general, because Hom P , V J may be a sublattice ofO T O O bO O
Ž .Hom P , V such that the corresponding factor module has O-torsion,T O OO
Ž . Ž .that is Hom P , V J is not pure in Hom P , V . As a consequence,T O O b T O OO O O
bŽ . bŽ .whereas H V s R m H V is still true for R s K and R s F, theR R O O O
bŽ . bŽ .dimension of H V may be larger as that of H V , because theF F K K
bŽ .O-torsion part of H V is killed by tensoring with K but survives, if weR R
tensor with F. In the next theorem we investigate what happens, if V isO
taken to a lattice by the Hom-functor H b1.
The next theorem tells us that for many applications we may neglect
the fact, that different projective presentations produce different Hom-
functors.
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THEOREM 1.22. Suppose that b : P “ M satisfies Hypothesis 1.1.1, O 1, O O
Let P be a projecti¤e T -lattice. Then2, O O
b s b [ 0: P [ P “ MR 1, R 1, R 2, R R
satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 for all choices of R if and only if the image of any
homomorphism from P to P is in ker b , for just one ring R9 in2, R9 1, R9 R9
 4 b1Ž .K, O, F . Moreo¤er, if Hypothesis 1.1 is satisfied by b and X s H V isR O O
an H -lattice, where V is a T -lattice, thenO O
H b V ( H b1 V ( R m X ,Ž . Ž .R R O
for all choices of R.
w xProof. By 9, 4.7 and Lemma 1.5 it suffices to show for the first part of
the theorem that the condition for R9 s F implies the condition for
R9 s O. But if there is a homomorphism from P to P , whose image2, O 1, O
is not contained in ker b we get a nonzero homomorphism from P1, O 2, O
to M , and hence from P to M as well. But this lifts to an endomor-O 2, F F
phism of P s P [ P which does not leave ker b invariant, aF 1, F 2, F F
contradiction.
To prove the second part of the theorem we observe that H b s H b1,K K
because
P s ker b [ M s P [ P ,Ž .K K K 1, K 2, K
and M has no irreducible composition factor with P in common,K 2, K
because P is contained in ker b . Thus every homomorphism P “2, K K 1, K
P factors through J s J and we are done by Lemma 1.5.2, K 1, K b1, K
b1Ž .Thus we assume that X s H V is free as an O-module. However, asO
we have seen in Lemma 1.5, the functor H b takes V to an epimorphicO
Ã b1 Ã bŽ . Ž .image X of X. Obviously KX ( H KV and similarly KX ( H KV ,K K
Ãhence by our preceding argument KX ( KX. Because tensoring by K is
Ãexact, we conclude that the kernel of the epimorphism t from X onto X
Ž .is 0 , that is t is an isomorphism.
If s : P “ P and r : P “ V s F m V are given, we can liftF 1, F 2, F F 2, F F O
them to get maps s and r for the corresponding T -lattices. But by theO O O
preceding arguments and Lemma 1.5 we can express r s as a linearO O
combination of the composite of maps f g J and c : P “ V andO 1, O O 1, O
Žwe have the following commutative diagram indicating by the sum symbol
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.that we have to take linear combinations of the composite maps ,
6
P P1, O 2, O
6
6 rÝ f OOker , 1.23Ž .1, O
6
6 6
P V1, O Ý cO
hence r s is a linear combination of the corresponding composite mapsF F
c f . Using Lemma 1.5 one now easily checks thatF F
H b V ( H b1 V ( X .Ž . Ž .F F F F F
For the right inverses of the Hom-functors we have a similar result:
THEOREM 1.24. Assume that b : P “ M satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 andO O O
let b : P “ M be the projecti¤e co¤er of M . Let X be an H -lattice1, O 1, O O O O O
and V s X m M . Then the following holds:O O H OO
Ž .i There is a natural isomorphism between K m V and X mO O K HK
M s V .K K
Ž .ii V is P and P -torsionless, andK 1, K K
Hom P , V J s 0 s Hom P , V J .Ž . Ž . Ž .T 1, K K 1, K T K K 1, KK K
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Hom P , V J s 0 s Hom P , V J .T 1, O O 1, O T O O 1, OO O
Ž .iv The O-torsion submodule of V is precisely the P -torsion sub-O 1, O
Ž . Ž .module t V of V and coincides with t V .P O O P O1, O O
Ãb Ãb1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .v H X s H X s V rt V for all choices of R.R R R R R P R1, R
Proof. Part one of the theorem is easy and left to the reader. To prove
part two we may assume that X is an irreducible H -module, because HK K K
is semisimple. But then X s eH for some primitive idempotent e of HK K K
w Ž .xand V ( eM by 9, 2.20 ii . Now part two follows from Lemma 1.20 andK K
the fact that there are no homomorphisms from ker b , respectively,1, K
from ker b to M . Part three now follows immediately.K K
To prove part four let U be the O-torsion submodule of V . ThenO
Ž .obviously Y s Hom P , U is an O-torsion module as well. SupposeT 1, O .O
Ž . b1Ž .Y / 0 . Then by Corollary 1.11 the proper epimorphic image H U of YO
is O-torsion and a submodule of
b1 b1 Ãb1H V s H H X s X ,Ž . Ž .O O O
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which in turn is O-torsion free by assumption. But this is a contradiction.
Ž .Thus Y s 0 .
K m V rU ( K m V s V ,Ž .O O O O K
which is P - and P -torsionless by part three, hence V rU is P - and1, K K O 1, O
w xP -torsionless, as desired. Now part four follows from 1, Section 5 . PartO
five for R s O or K is an obvious consequence. For R s F we observe
first that homomorphisms from projective modules are always liftable, and
Žhence F m U is P - and P -torsionless but not necessarily equal toO 1, F F
Ž . Ž ..t F m V or to t F m V . However, let P s P [ P be as inP O O P O O F 1, F 2, F1, F F
the beginning of this section. But now P and V do not have a2, K K
composition factor in common, because P belongs to ker b . Thus2, K K
Ž . ŽV rU is in ker P , and the same holds if we tensor by F note thatO 2, O
.U splits from V as an O-space . From this, part five follows for F s RO
easily.
ÃbŽ . Ž .We remark that in part five of the theorem H X s F m V rF F O
ÃbŽ . Ž .t F m V is not in general equal to F m H X , because the latterP O O O OF
Ž .might still have a submodule which is in ker P . All that we claim here is,F
that the functors for b and b also send on the F-level X to the same1 F
T -module.F
As observed in Remark 1.21 we cannot expect that the functor H b takesO
lattices to lattices. But there are large classes of lattices where this
happens, and where we can hence apply Theorem 1.22.
Remark 1.25. Let R be as in the foregoing text. Take the class
Ã ÃŽ .J H of all T -modules V which arise in the following way: Let HM R R R O
be any of the four right inverses of the Hom-functor H b for any projectiveO
presentation b : P “ M , satisfying Hypothesis 1.1, and take V sO O O R
R m U , where U is any sublattice or O-free epimorphic image ofO O O
Ã Ž .H X , and where X is any H -lattice. Then all Hom-functors derivedO O O O
from projective presentations of M satisfying Hypothesis 1.1 coincide onO
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . ŽJ H . Thus J H : M . Recall that M consists of all T -modulesM R M R R R R
b .which are taken to the same H -modules by all Hom-functors H .R
Proof. We observe that by part three of Theorem 1.24,
Hom P , X m M J s 0 , 1.26Ž . Ž . Ž .T 1, O O O 1, OO
hence the same holds, if X m M is replaced by a sublattice or epimor-O O
Ž .phic image regardless, if it is O-free or not . Since all T -lattices Y sO
Ã Ž .H X arise in this way too, we have the same result if we replaceO O
Ž .X m M by sublattices or epimorphic images of Y in 1.26 , in particularO O
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Ã b1Ž . w x Ž .for all members of J H . By 9, 4.12 H O V is free as an O-moduleM O O
ÃŽ .for V g J H and the result follows from Theorem 1.22.O M O
w xRemark 1.27. Note that indeed 9, 4.12 describes an even wider class of
T -lattices to which we may apply Theorem 1.22. Note too, that inO
particular all sublattices V of M belong to this class by similar argu-O O
ments, because M is P torsionless by Lemma 1.20 and hence thereO O
cannot be any nontrivial homomorphisms from ker b to V for R s KR R
and hence for R s O.
w xIn 9, 4.17 there is another mistake which I would like to straighten out
here. Let X, Y be pure right ideals of H , thus they have O-complementsO 'in H . The purification of a sublattice U of M is defined to be U sO O
wKU l M . We know by Lemma 1.20 that M is P -torsionless. By 9, 2.20O O O
xand 4.14 ,
H XM ( H R m X M ( X , 1.28Ž . Ž .'ž /R R O O O R
where R is one of the rings F, O, or K, and a similar statement holds for
Y . Note that the lattices XM and YM belong to M by Remark 1.25,R R R R
hence we do not have to specify the projective presentation of M whichO
we use.
w xIn 9, 2.21 it was shown that the functor H s H induces an isomor-R MR
phism, also denoted by H ,R
;
H : Hom X M , Y M “ Hom X , Y . 1.29Ž . Ž . Ž .R T R R R R H R RR R
w xIn 9, 4.17 this result was extended to the purification of the corre-
sponding sublattices of M . However the result needs an additionalO
w xassumption, and the hypotheses in 9, 4.17 , that M is P -torsionless canO O
be dropped in view of Lemma 1.20:
THEOREM 1.30. Suppose that b : P “ M satisfies Hypothesis 1.1. LetO O O
Ž .X s X and Y s Y be pure right ideals of H s End M . Suppose e¤eryO O O T OO
homomorphism from X to H is gi¤en as l for some h g H , where l :O O h O h
X “ H acts as left multiplication by h. Then the associated Hom-functorO O
H induces an isomorphism,R
;
H : Hom R m X M , R m Y M “ Hom X , Y , 1.31Ž . Ž .' 'ž /R T O O O O O O H R RR R
Ž .for R s O and K. If in addition M is P -torsion free and Hom X , Y isF F H F FF
Ž .liftable then formula 1.31 holds for R s F as well.
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w Ž .xProof. By 9, 2.22 ii the homomorphism,
H : Hom X M , Y M “ Hom H X M , H Y M' ' ' 'ž / ž / ž /ž /O T O O O O H O O O O O OO O
s Hom X , Y 1.32Ž . Ž .H O OO
is injective. Let f : X “ Y be H -linear. We use the natural embeddingO O O
i : Y “ H to find h g H such that i f s l , where l is the leftO O O O O h h
w x Ž .multiplication by h. By 9, 2.21 f s l s H c for some T -linear maph O O
c : X M “ Y M . We denote by c an extension of 1 m c : X M “O O O O K O K K
Y M to an endomorphism of M . Obviously we can choose c to be theK K K K
left multiplication l by h g H : H . Let m g X M , that is m g M'h O K O O O
and ‘ k m g X M for some natural number k, where ‘ is a generator ofO O
the unique maximal ideal of the complete discrete valuation ring O. So,
‘ k c m s c ‘ k m s h‘ k m s ‘ khmŽ . Ž .Ž .K K
is an element of Y M . On the other hand,O O
c m s l m s hm g M ,Ž . Ž .K h O
Ž .and hence c m g M l Y M s Y M . We have shown that the'K O K K O O
restriction of c to X M extends to T -linear map c : X M “ Y M'K O O O O O O O
Ž .to a T -linear map from X M to Y M . This shows that H in 1.32' 'O O O O O O
is surjective, and hence an isomorphism. Thus our claim holds for R s O
and obviously for R s K as well.
Ž .Now assume that M is P -torsionless, and that Hom X , Y isF F H F FF
liftable. Let f : X “ Y be H -linear. By assumption f s 1 m l s lF F F F O h h
y1Ž .for some h g H setting h s 1 m h g H . We set c s H l and weO F O F O h
Ž .conclude that H 1 m c s f. Thus,F F O
H : Hom F m X M , F m Y M' 'ž /F T O O O O O OF
“ Hom H F m X M , H F m Y M' 'ž / ž /ž /H F O O O F O O OF
s Hom X , Y 1.33Ž . Ž .H F FF
w x w xis surjective by 9, 4.12, ii . By 9, 2.22, ii this map has to be injective too,
finishing the proof of the theorem.
Remark 1.34. In the situation of the theorem we have indeed shown:
The functor H induces an epimorphism,F
H : Hom F m X M , F m Y M “ Hom X , Y ,Ž .' 'ž /F T O O O O O O H F FF F
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Ž .provided Hom X , Y is liftable. We used the hypothesis, that M isH F F FF
P -torsionless only to ensure, that this map is injective too. There areF
however other sufficient conditions for this to hold. For instance, our proof
shows also that the restriction of H to the subspace F mF O
Ž . Ž .Hom X M , Y M of Hom F m X M , F m Y M is in-' ' ' 'T O O O O T O O O O O OO F
Ž .jective. Thus, if Hom F m X M , F m Y M is liftable, H is an' 'T O O O O O O FF
isomorphism.
Recall that an arbitrary ring S is self-injective if the regular representa-
tion S is an injective S-module. If so every homomorphism from a rightS
ideal X into S can be extended to an endomorphism of S and hence is
a left multiplication by some element of S. In general H is not self-O
injective, but in all our applications H is not only self-injective, but anF
even stronger symmetric algebra. That means that there is a symmetric
² :nondegenerate bilinear form , on H which is associative that isF
² : ² :xh, y s x, hy for all h, x, y g H . In our applications this form can beF
² :realized over O : We have an associative bilinear form , : H = H “ OO O
such that its Gram determinant with respect to an O-basis of H is a unitO
in O which induces the form on H . If such a form on H is given, weF R
H define the subset X orthogonal to the subset X of H to be y gR
< ² : 4 Ž  4.H y, x s 0 ; x g X , R g K, O, F . We now show that the existenceR
of such a form on H is sufficient for the assumption in Theorem 1.30 toO
hold. We first need an auxiliary result on left annihilators which general-
izes well-known facts on bilinear forms on algebras over fields. For
convenience we include a proof.
For a ring S and a subset X of S we denote the left annihilator of X in
Ž . Ž .S by l X . Similarly we define the right annihilator r X of X.
LEMMA 1.35. Let
² : ² :, : H = H “ O : x , y ‹ x , y g OŽ .O O
be an associati¤e bilinear form whose Gram determinant is a unit in O. Let X
Ž .be a right ideal of H . Then the left annihilator l X of X is a pure left ideal ofO
HŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H of O-rank rank H y rank X . Moreo¤er l X s l X s X . If in'O O O
addition X is pure in H , thenO
l X s F m l X .Ž . Ž .F O O
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .In particular dim l X s dim H y dim X .F F F F F F
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. It is easy to check that l X s l X , and that l X is a pure' O
left ideal of H .O
Let X be pure in H . Then X F H for R s F or K. We haveO R R
² :obviously induced forms on H which again are denoted by , . BecauseR
² :the Gram determinant of , over O is a unit these forms are nondegen-
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H Ž .  4erate. Obviously we also have H s 0 . Now for R g K, O, F andO
y g H we haveR
² : ² :yX s 0 m yX , H s 0 m y , X H s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .R R R R R
² : Hm y , X s 0 m y g X ,Ž .R R
Ž . Hand hence l X s X .R R
² :The form , induces an homomorphism from H into the dual spaceR
U Ž .H s Hom H , R sending h g H toR R R R
² :f : H “ R: x ‹ x , h g R ,h R
and one easily checks that this map is H -linear on the left. Moreover it isR
an isomorphism, its matrix with respect to a dual pair of bases of H andR
U ² :H is given as Gram matrix of , with respect to the given basis of H .R R
Thus it is an isomorphism of left H -modules. The embedding of X s RR R
m X into H induces a left H -module epimorphism from H U ontoR R R R
U Ž .X s Hom X , R , given by restricting linear maps from H to X . OneR R R r R
easily checks that the kernel of the composite map,
H “ H U “ X UR R R
H Ž . Ž . Ž .is X s l X . Observe that R m l X : l X . The lemma now followsR R O R
comparing dimensions.
Since the induced form on H for R s K or F is nondegenerate, H is aR R
ŽFrobenius algebra. Such algebras are in particular self-injective, see, e.g.,
w x.6, 9.9 , and hence every homomorphism from X to H is given as leftR R
multiplication by an element of H . In the situation of the previous lemmaR
we can indeed lift this property to the O-level:
² :THEOREM 1.36. Let , be an associati¤e bilinear form on H whoseO
Gram determinant is a unit. Let X be a pure right ideal of H . ThenO
Hom X , H ( F m Hom X , H ,Ž . Ž .H F F O H O OF O
and e¤ery homorphism from X to H is gi¤en as left multiplication by someO
element of H .O
Proof. Let c : X “ H be H -linear. Because H is a FrobeniusF F F F
algebra we find h g H such that c s l . Let h g H be such thatF h O
h s 1 m h. Then c s l s 1 m l , and hence every homomorphismF O h F O h
from X into H is liftable.F F
Let f : X “ H be H -linear, and let f s 1 m f : X “ H . TheO O F O F F
extension of f to a homomorphism from X to H is again denoted by f.K K
Since H is a Frobenius algebra we find a g H such that f s l . BecauseK K a
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a g H we find 0 F k g Z such that ‘ ka s b g H , where again ‘ is aK O
generator of the unique maximal ideal of the valuation ring O. We may
choose a and b such that k is minimal, such that f s l , and such thata
‘ ka s b g H .O
Suppose k / 0. Note that l s l k s ‘ kl s ‘ kf. We haveb ‘ a a
bx s ‘ kax s ‘ kl x s ‘ kf x g ‘ kH , ; x g X ,a O
and hence,
b s 1 m b g l X s F m l X ,Ž . Ž .F O F O
Ž .by Lemma 1.35. Thus we find c g l X with b s 1 m c, and henceF O
d g H such that b s c q ‘ d. Because b and ‘ d differ only by somethingO
Ž .in the annihilator of X namely, c , we have l s l on X, hence,b ‘ d
‘ kf s l s l s ‘ l ,b ‘ d d
on X, and therefore,
f s ‘1ykl ,d
a contradiction to the minimality of k. Thus k s 0. But then a s b g HO
and f s l s l as desired.a b
In the situation of Theorem 1.30 we need later some additional informa-
tion in the special case, where Y s H . Here all the Hom-sets in formulasR R
Ž . Ž .1.29 and 1.31 inherit left H -module structures by viewing M and H asR R
left H-modules.
LEMMA 1.37. In the situation of Theorem 1.30 let Y be the regularR
representation H and suppose that H is an isomorphism for all choices of R.R R
Ž .Then H in 1.29 and Theorem 1.30 are isomorphisms of left H -modules.R R
Proof. Obviously we may assume R s O and we may omit the index R.
b'Let V be XM or XM , and let H s H . Because V is contained in M,
Ž . Ž .the ideal J annihilates Hom P, V , compare Remark 1.27 . Thus em-b T
Ž .bedding mod into mod by the inflation functor yields Hom P, M sH E T
Ž . Ž . Ž .H M s H and Hom P, V s H V .T
Ž .Let f : V “ M be T-linear, a g Hom P, V , h g H, and p g P. ThenT
H hf a : p “ hf a p s h f ( a p ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž Ž ...Ž .which is as well the image of p under h H f a , hence,
H hf s hH f ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .as desired, because the canonical isomorphism Hom P, M “ H is anT
H-E-bimodule map.
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The question arises if the situation of Hypothesis 1.1 comes up often.
The following remark, which was pointed out to me by Gerhard Hiss,
shows that we can produce the situation of Hypothesis 1.1 in the general
w xsetting described in 9, Section 4 .
Remark 1.38. Let P be a projective T -lattice. Let M be a subset ofO O
irreducible T -modules occurring as a constituent of P , and suppose thatK K
not every composition factor of P is isomorphic to an element of M. LetK
U be the sum of all submodules of P whose constituents belong to M.K
Thus no constituent of a complement of U in P belongs to M. TakeK
U s U l P . Then U is a pure sublattice of P and U s U . Moreover,O O O O K
setting M s P rU and b : P “ M to be the natural epimorphism, weO O O O O
constructed a projective presentation of M satisfying Hypothesis 1.1.O
w xObviously every situation as described in 9, Section 4 and in Results
1.20]1.37 arises in this way.
2. HOM-FUNCTORS AND HARISH]CHANDRA THEORY
We now give a first application which is important for finite reductive
groups but can be formulated in a more general context.
Let G be a finite group and let F be a field. For a subfactor L of G,
Ž .given by a pair P, U of subgroups of G with U e P and L s PrU, we
}
Ž .denote Harish]Chandra induction HC-induction for short from mod toFL
mod by RG and its right adjoint functor, Harish]Chandra truncationF G L
Ž . G GHC-restriction for short , by T . Thus R lifts an FL-module to anL L
FP-module by letting U act trivially and then induces it from P to G, and
dually T G restricts a FG-module to P and takes U-fixpoints to yield anL
Žw x.FL-module 15 . If in addition the order of U is invertible in the field F,
a condition which we usually assume in the following, T G is adjoint onL
G w xboth sides to R . In 13 those functors were used to generalize GreensL
theory of vertices and sources from subgroups of G to subfactors.
w x w xWe mostly adopt the notation introduced in 13 and 10 and we refer
the reader to those articles for details. For two subfactors L, K of G, given
Ž . Ž .by the pairs P, U and Q, V of subgroups of G, we define the shift
intersection to be given by the pair,
ÄL l K s P l Q V , U l Q V .Ž . Ž .Ž .
This is a relation which is neither commutative nor associative, however
Ä ÄL l K ( K l L naturally. How to conjugate subfactors is obvious. We
w xhave a Mackey decomposition theorem 13, 1.4 :
Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Let L, K be a subfactor of G gi¤en by the pairs P, U and
Ž .Q, V , respecti¤ely. Suppose that the orders of U and V are in¤ertible in F.
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Let M be an FL-module. Then
T G ( RG M ( R Kx (T Lx x M x ,Ž . Ž .Ä Ä[K L L l K K l L
xgP_GrQ
where M x denotes the conjugate module for the conjugate subfactor Lx s
xy1Lx of G, and P _ GrQ is a set of P-Q-double coset representati¤es in G.
We remark that in Theorem 2.1 all the intersections are again given by
Ž . Ž .pairs P9, U9 of subgroups of G with U9e P such that the order of U9 is
}
invertible in F.
A system M of subfactors of G is called a Mackey system, if it is closed
under shift intersection and conjugation and if it contains G. We say that
M is p-modular, p is a prime, if all the subgroups U determining the
elements of M are p-regular, that is their order is not divisible by p. Thus
if F has characteristic p and M is p-modular, we may apply Theorem 2.1
to subfactors in M. For L g M the set,
ÄM s H l L H g M 4L
defines a Mackey system in L, which is p-modular, if M is so. Note that
M : M.L
Thus now fix M to be a Mackey system of subfactors of G and assume
that it is p-modular, if F has characteristic p. An FG-module M is called
Ž . GŽ . Ž .cuspidal with respect to M , if T M s 0 for all subfactors L / G inL
GŽ . Ž .M. Observe that T M s 0 , if L is actually a subgroup of G, given as aL
Ž Ž ..pair L, 1 . Thus, if M contains a proper subgroup, then FG has no
cuspidal modules. If L g M and M is an FL-module, we say M is cuspidal
Ž .with respect to M , if it is cuspidal with respect to M . Of course, even ifL
M contains a proper subgroup and hence does not have cuspidal represen-
tations, the same might not be true for M . We point out that theL
w x w xdefinition of ``cuspidal'' in 13 and 10 is slightly different excluding
subfactors in M which are actually subgroups of G, hence correspond to a
Ž Ž ..pair L, 1 . The adjusted definition seems to be more consistent and
w xpractical. Indeed 13, 4.6 is false under the old definition but holds
assuming ours here.
The following theorem establishes a relation between Harish]Chandra
w xtheory and the results of 9 :
LEMMA 2.2. Let M be a Mackey system for G which is p-modular, if the
characteristic of the field F is p ) 0, and let L be a subfactor of G contained
Ä Ä Ä Äin M. Let M be an irreducible cuspidal FL-module, b : X “ M a minimal
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Äprojecti¤e co¤er of M. Then
G Ä G Ä G ÄR b : R X “ R MŽ . Ž .Ž .L L L
satisfies Hypothesis 1.1.
Proof. The lemma generalizes a result of M. Geck, G. Hiss, and
w xG. Malle in 28, 2.2 on finite reductive groups G, where M is given as the
Ž .set of Levi subgroups L considered as subfactors P, U , where P s LU is
a parabolic subgroup of G with unipotent radical U and Levi complement
Ž w x.L. The proof there based on 15, 2.7 carries easily over to the general
case. For convenience we give details here.
G Ä G Ä G ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .We set b s R b , X s R X , and M s R M . We adopt theL L L
Ž .notation of Section 1 replacing P there by our module X . Thus E s
Ž . Ž .  < Ž . 4End X , H s End M , E s f g E f ker b F ker b , and J sF G F G b b
 < 4c g E im c F ker b . We have a map,
b *: E “ Hom X , M : f ‹ b (f ,Ž .F G
which is surjective by projectivity of X, and which has kernel J . Thus,b
dim Hom X , M s dim E y dim J .Ž .F F G F F b
On the other hand,
dim H s dim E y dim J ,F F b F b
because H ( E rJ canonically. This now implies that E s E if and onlyb b b
if
dim Hom X , M s dim Hom M , M .Ž . Ž .F F G F F G
We now apply adjointness of the functors RG and T G and the MackeyL L
decomposition Theorem 2.1 to get
Ä L Lx Ä xx xHom M , M ( Hom M , R (T MŽ . Ž .Ä Ä[ ž /F G FL L l L Ll L
xgP_GrP
Ä Ä xs Hom M , M , 2.3Ž .Ž .[ FL
Ž .xgN P , U lP_GrPG
Ž . Ž .where L is given by the pair P, U and N P, U is defined to be the setG
x Ä < 4x g G L l L s L of elements of G, which ``shift'' normalize the pair
ÄŽ .P, U . The second equation follows from the fact, that M is cuspidal,
hence truncation to every proper subfactor of L in M is zero. SimilarlyL
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we see
Ä Ä xHom P , M ( Hom P , M . 2.4Ž . Ž .Ž .[F G FL
Ž .xgN P , U lP_GrPG
Ä Ä Ä x Ä ÄŽ .Because M is irreducible, dim Hom M, M is one, if M ( M, andF F G
Ä Äzero otherwise. Because P is the minimal projective cover of M, we have
Ä Ä x Ä ÄŽ .similarly dim Hom P, M is one, if M ( M, and zero otherwise. TheF F G
lemma follows.
In the situation of the theorem we now have the functors H s H :M
Ã Ãmod “ mod and H s H : mod “ mod described in Section 1F G H M H F G
w x w xand result 9, 2.28 implies the result 28, 2.4 of Geck, Hiss, and Malle
Ž .again in slightly generalized form :
ÃCOROLLARY 2.5. The functors H and H pro¤ide a bijection between the
isomorphism classes of the irreducible FG-modules occurring in the head of
G ÄŽ .M s R M and a set of representati¤es of the isomorphism classes ofL
irreducible H-modules.
Suppose now we have found all irreducible H-modules. Application of
Ãthe functor H will then produce the corresponding irreducible FG-
modules. Another way is to exhibit primitive idempotents e in H. Then eM
is an indecomposable direct summand of M and has a simple head. The
Ž .irreducible FG-module eMrJac eM corresponds to the irreducible head
of the projective indecomposable H-module eH. All this was shown in
w x9, 2.32 .
We relate this to the notion of semisimple vertices and sources, which
w x w xwas introduced in 13 based on the work of Hiss 34 . An irreducible
Ž . GŽ . Ž .FG-module M is weakly L-projecti¤e L g M , if T M / 0 , and L isL
wcalled a semisimple ¤ertex of M, if it is minimal with this property. By 13,
x Ž4.9 there is then an irreducible cuspidal FL-module unique up to
.conjugation by certain group elements such that M is a direct summand
GŽ .of the head of R N . N is called a semisimple source of M. If theL
Žw x.Mackey system M is in particular nice 13, 4.13 , then the isomorphism
classes of irreducible FG-modules are partitioned into subsets labelled by
semisimple vertices and sources. In this case we get a full set of noniso-
morphic irreducible FG-modules having semisimple vertex L and
semisimple source N precisely as the set of nonisomorphic components of
Ž . Ž GŽ ..hd M s hd R N , and hence by exhibiting a full set of nonisomorphicL
irreducible H-modules.
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3. DOUBLE CENTRALIZER THEOREMS
We continue with our general discussion. We shall see later, that the
main result of this section provides the general background for an article
w xof Takeuchi 45 . We begin with an auxiliary lemma. Thus for the moment
let A be a finite-dimensional semisimple K-algebra and assume that K is
a splitting field for A. For M g mod and an idempotent e of A weA
consider the space Me as an eAe-module, where the eAe-action is given by
restriction. Then the following result holds:
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. Assume that Se / 0 for e¤ery composition factor S of M.
Then the restriction of A-endomorphisms of M to the subset Me of M defines
an isomorphism,
End M ( End Me .Ž . Ž .A e A e
<Proof. Obviously the restriction f ‹ f is an algebra homomor-M e
Ž . Ž .phism from End M into End Me . The condition on e implies, thatA e A e
the A-module eA is a generator for M, that is M is an epimorphic image
of a direct sum of copies of eA. From this we conclude immediately, that
MeA s M, and therefore the restriction map above is injective. Moreover
acting by primitive central idempotents one sees easily, that we may
assume that A is simple. Thus M s S [ S [ ??? [ S, where S is the
unique simple A-module. Let the number of direct summands in this sum
be m, and let e s e q ??? qe be a decomposition of e into a sum of1 k
primitive orthogonal idempotents. Using Schur's lemma we conclude that
Ž . Ž .End M is the matrix algebra M K . Note that by the WedderburnA m
Ž . Ž w x.theorems k F dim S . Moreover by Fitting's theorem see, e.g., 41, 1.4K
we have
Me ( Hom eA , M sHom eA , S [ ??? [ Hom eA , SŽ . Ž . Ž .A A A
( Se [ ??? [ Se,
as a K-space. On the other hand Se is a k-dimensional K-subspace of S,
Ž . 2and computing dim eAe to be k one concludes that Se is an irreducibleK
eAe-module. Therefore Me is a direct sum of m copies of the irreducible
eAe-module Se, and hence
dim End Me s m2 s dim End M .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .K e A e K A
The lemma follows.
We now return to the situation of Section 1 and we keep the notation
introduced there. As usual R is one of the rings K, O, F. In particular, if
Žnot stated otherwise we assume that modules for an O-order e.g., T , orO
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. Ž .H are free and finitely generated over O, thus are lattices . We remindO
Žthe reader of the notion of liftable modules and homomorphisms see
Ž ..1.19 .
Ž .Given a T -module V the annihilator ann V of V in T consists of allR T RR
elements t g T which annihilate V, that is which satisfy ¤t s 0 for allR
Ž .¤ g V. Note that ann V is an ideal, and that we always have a canonicalTR
Ž .injective algebra homomorphism from Trann V into the bicentralizerTR
Ž . Ž .End V , where E s End V . The module V is said to be balanced orE TR
has the double centralizer property, if this map is surjective too, that is if
Ž . Ž .End V ( T rann V . The ring T is called balanced, if every rightE R TR w xT-module is balanced. It is shown in 24, III.3.2 , that this is equivalent to
the condition that every left T-module is balanced. Note that finite-dimen-
sional semisimple algebras over fields are always balanced. This can be
seen easily, using Wedderburn's structural theory and Fitting's lemma. It is
w xalso a special case of a result of Nesbitt and Thrall 42 , which states that
w xuniserial rings are balanced. For details see 24 . As a consequence we
have the following auxiliary result:
LEMMA 3.2. Let M s M be a T -lattice, and write M s R m M forO O R O O
Ž .R s F, K. Set H s End M and H s R m H . Suppose thatO T O R O OO
Ž . Ž .End M is liftable, that is H s End M . Moreo¤er assume thatT F F T FF F
Ž .End M is liftable as well. Then M is balanced for e¤ery choice ofH F RF
 4 Ž . Ž .R g K, O, F if and only if ann M s F m ann M .T F O T OF O
Proof. We have
dim End M s dim End M ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .F T F K T KF K
dim End M s dim End M ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .F H F K H KF K
by assumption. The annihilator condition in the lemma is equivalent to
dim T rann M s dim T rann M ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .F F T F K K T KF K
hence the result for R s F follows immediately comparing dimensions:
Ž .We need only to observe that T rann is contained in End M ,F T ŽM . H FF F F
Ž . Ž .and that End M is isomorphic to T rann M , because T isH K K T K KK K
semisimple and hence balanced.
It remains to show the result for R s O. Obviously the assumption that
the endomorphism rings over F are liftable implies, that M is balancedR
for R s F if it is balanced for F s O, hence the annihilator condition
holds in this case.
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Thus conversely suppose that the annihilator condition holds. We have
seen that M is balanced. Let f : M “ M be E-linear, E s E . Let p be aF O
generator of the unique maximal ideal of O. Since 1 m f : K m M “O
Ž .K m M is an element of End M we find t g T and 0 F k g Z suchO E K OK
that 1 m f acts as right multiplication by pyk t. Suppose k / 0. Then
kmultiplication by t s p f maps M into p M and consequently t s t qO O
pT g T annihilates M . Our annihilator condition says that we findO F F
Ž .r g ann M satisfying r s t, hence t g T such that t s r q p t . SinceT O 1 O 1O
r annihilates M , t operates precisely as p t on M . Thus t operates asO 1 O 1
p ky1 f on M . Continuing in this fashion one gets t g T such that theO k O
action of f on M is multiplication by t . This shows that M is balancedO k O
as desired.
We now take a T -lattice M s M and we let b : P “ M be aO O O O O
projective presentation of M satisfying Hypothesis 1.1. We assume thatO
M is cyclic, that is M s mT for an m g M, and that P is direct summandO
of T . Thus P s eT for an idempotent e g T , and we may assume thatO O O O
Ž .b takes e to m. Thus the endomorphism ring E s End eT s eT e,R T R RR
where we denote the image of e in T again by e. Write the T-endomor-R
 4 w x Ž .phism ring of M as H for R g K, O, F . Note that by 9, 4.8 End MR R T FF
is liftable, that is H s F m H , so our notation is consistent. Recall thatF O O
w xby 9, 4.7 b satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 for all choices of R, and that ker bR K
and M have no constituent in common. Finally we denote ker b by U ,K R R
w xand we remark that indeed U s R m U by 9, 4.7 .R O O
We note that in this situation the functor H takes V g mod toR TRw x w xVerVeJ e by 9, 3.6 . Moreover 9, 2.8 and 3.4 imply the following lemma:bR
 4LEMMA 3.3. Let the T -lattice M be as abo¤e. Then for R g K, O, FO O
we ha¤e
M e ( HR R
as H -eT e-bimodule, where the right action by eT e is gi¤en by inflating theR R R
right H -action to E s eT e along the epimorphism eT e “ eT erJ ( H .R R R R R b RR
Thus in particular M e is a balanced eT e-module.R R
We now apply our lemmas in the following special situation:
SITUATION 3.4. We assume that b : P “ M satisfies Hypothesis 1.1.O O O
Note that M is P -torsionless by Lemma 1.20. Suppose that P s eT for anO O R R
idempotent e of T .O
We take pure right ideals X , . . . , X of H . The T -module N is1, O k , O O R i, R
defined as
N s R m X M .'i , R O i , O O
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Set
k




N s N .[R i , R
is1
Ž .We denote the endomorphism ring End X by S s S , and we assumeH O OO
Ž . w xthat End X is liftable, hence we may apply 9, 4.17 by Theorem 1.30. InH FF
b Ž .particular defining the functor H s H as in Section 1 we ha¤e by Eq. 1.28R R
Ž .that H N ( X , and H induces by Theorem 1.30 an isomorphism,R R R R
;
H : End N “ End X s S s R m S .Ž . Ž .R T R H R R OR R
Ž .Thus End N is liftable as well. Assume that there are pairwise orthogonalT FF
idempotents e s e , e , . . . , e and projecti¤e presentations b : e T “ N ,1 2 k i, R i R i, R
which satisfy Hypothesis 1.1. Assume in addition that e s e, thus N s M1 1, O O
and X s H .1, O O
Suppose that N s M e T , and note that this condition means, that Ni, O O i O i, R
Ž .is the e T -trace t M in M , writing t instead of t , for P s e T .i R i, R R R i, R P R i RR
This is ob¤ious for R s O and K, and follows for R s F, because homomor-
phisms from projecti¤e modules are always liftable and N is pure in M . Wei, O O
Ždefine the idempotent f s f of T to be the sum e q ??? qe , where weR R 1 k
denote idempotents in T for the ¤arious rings R by the same symbols whichR
.are justified by the uniqueness of lifting idempotents .
Ž .We define g s b q ??? qb . The last condition N s t MR 1, R k , R i, O i, O O
in Situation 3.4 implies in particular that ker g and N have no irre-K K
ducible constituent in common and hence g : fT “ N also satisfiesR R R
Hypothesis 1.1. To see this we take an irreducible constituent S from
ker g . Then S is an irreducible constituent of ker b for some i.K i, K
Suppose S is constituent of N . Then i / j. But then there is a nontrivialj, K
T -linear map from e T into N , whose image contains S. BecauseK i K j, K
Ž .t M s N , this implies that S is contained in N , a contradictioni, K K i, K i, K
to our assumption of Situation 3.4.
The setup described in Situation 3.4 seems to be very special, but it is
precisely what we need for our applications and for the promised general-
w xization of Takeuchi's result 45 . Note that all modules involved satisfy the
ÃŽ .requirements of Remark 1.25 and hence belong to J H . Thus theM R
T -modules N and N depend not really on the chosen projectiveR i, R R
presentation b : P “ M .O O O
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For a T -module V defineR
V a s Hom V , T . 3.5Ž . Ž .T RR
Note that V a is canonically a left T -module by the left T -moduleR R
structure of T . We extend this notation in the obvious way to otherR
modules, for example, H -modules. We observe that ya is a contravariantR
functor from mod to mod, which acts on homomorphisms by composi-T T
tion. More precisely if a : U “ V is a homomorphism in mod then a aT
takes f : V “ T to f a a s f ( a . Writing a a to the right as a superscript
has the advantage that now
a a aa ( b s a ( b .Ž .
This is consistent with our convention to write homomorphisms opposite to
the side of the ring action. Because a is involutive it induces bijections on
Hom-sets. Therefore we have:
Ž . Ž a.LEMMA 3.6. Let V g mod . Then End V ( End V canonically.T T T
We need another auxiliary result:
LEMMA 3.7. Let V g mod , and let f be an idempotent element of T.T
Then
ann Vf s f ann V f .Ž . Ž .Ž .f T f T
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Proof. Obviously f ann V f : ann Vf . Let x g ann Vf , andT f T f f T f
Ž Ž ..let ¤ g V. Then x s fxf and ¤x s ¤f q ¤ 1 y f fxf s 0. The result fol-
lows.
THEOREM 3.8. Keep the notation introduced in Situation 3.4. Then the
 4following holds for e¤ery choice of R g K, O, F :
Ž . a Ž .i The left H -module M f is isomorphic to X , and End M f (R R R H RR
S canonically.R
Ž .ii The ring fTf acts on M f by right multiplication as H -endomor-R R
Ž .phisms such that the canonical map fT f “ End M f is surjecti¤e.R H RR
Ž . Ž .iii The endomorphism ring of the fT f-module M f is End M fR R f T f RR
s H by restriction.R
Ž .iv The fT f-module M f is balanced.R R
Proof. We may omit indices R for the moment. Obviously Mf is a
submodule of the left H-module M. Because the e , i s 1, . . . , k arei
pairwise orthogonal idempotents,
k
Mf s Me ,[ i
is1
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Ž . aas an H-module. Thus to show i it suffices to show that Me ( X for alli i
 4i g 1, . . . , k . It is well known that for an idempotent e of the ring T and
Ž .V g mod the abelian group Ve is canonically isomorphic to Hom eT , V .T T
This isomorphism is natural in V, hence it is an isomorphism of left
S-modules if V is an S-T-bimodule for some ring S. Thus for V s M we
have an isomorphism of left H-modules,
Me ( Hom e T , M . 3.9Ž . Ž .i T i
Let f : e T “ M be T-linear. Now in the Situation 3.4 we know thati
Ž .im f : N : M, hence we may view f as an element of Hom e T , N ,i T i i
w xand that b : e T “ N satisfies Hypothesis 1.1. Thus by 9, 2.8 ker b Fi i i i
ker f, hence f factorizes through N , and we havei
Hom e T , M ( Hom N , M , 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž .T i T i
and this isomorphism respects the left H-action on these Hom-sets coming
from the left module structure of M too. We apply the functor H and we
get from Situation 3.4 and Lemma 1.37 an isomorphism of left H-modules,
Hom N , M ( Hom X , H , 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž .T i H i
Ž . Ž . Ž .Equations 3.9]3.11 and 3.5 together with Lemma 3.6 give part i .
Ž .Next we prove ii : Note that N s M by the assumption in Situa-1
tion 3.4. This shows that
ann N : ann M . 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž .T T
But all the direct summands N of N are contained in M, hence everyi
 4element of T which annihilates M, annihilates N for all i g 1, . . . , k ,i
Ž .and therefore N, and we have equality in Eq. 3.12 .
Ž . Ž .The image of fTf in End Mf is fTfrann Nf and by Lemma 3.7H f T f
we have
ann Mf s f ann M f s f ann N f s ann Nf . 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .f T f T T f T f
We observe that Lemma 3.3 applies to the T-module N. Thus taking
Ž .E s fTf s End fT we see that N is a balanced E-module, and is isomor-
phic to S as an S-E-bimodule. We conclude that
fT frann M f s fT frann N f ( S , 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž .R f T f R R f T f R RR R
Ž . Ž .for every choice of R. Now ii follows from i .
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Ž .To prove iii for R s K we may use Lemma 3.1, observing that an
irreducible constituent of M cannot be annihilated by f , because we haveK
an epimorphism from fT onto M s N . An alternate proof whichK K 1, K
works for all choices of R goes as follows: First as left H-module Mf
decomposes into the direct sum,
k
Mf s Me .[ i
is1
But Me s Me ( H as left H-modules, hence Mf contains the left regular1
w xH-module as a direct summand. By 5, 59.4 the left H-module Mf is
Ž . Ž .balanced. By ii and i its endomorphism ring is
End Mf ( S ( fTfrann Mf , 3.15Ž . Ž . Ž .H f T f
and therefore,
End Mf s End Mf s H , 3.16Ž . Ž . Ž .f T f f T f rann ŽM f .f T f
by the double centralizer property. We now check that all hypotheses of
Ž .Lemma 3.2 are satisfied for M f and part iv follows.O
Ž .We note that part ii of Theorem 3.8 says in particular, that the
Ž .endomorphism ring S of X and of N is a subfactor of T .R R R R
In the applications which we have in mind, the algebra H is often aF
Frobenius algebra. Note that H is always Frobenius, because it isK
semisimple, and note too that a Frobenius algebra is in particular self-
injective. So assume that H is self-injective, and let H s H for R s F orF R
K. Let I be a right ideal of H. Then, for h g H, left multiplication by h
defines an H-linear map l : I “ H. Because H is self-injective, everyh
homomorphism from I to H lifts to an endomorphism of the right regularH
module H and hence is left multiplication by an element of H. Thus,H
Ia s Hom I , H ( Hrl I , 3.17Ž . Ž . Ž .H
Ž .where l I denotes the left annihilator of I in H.
We apply this to the case, where I s x H is a principal right ideal and we
conclude that
H x “ Hom x H , H : hx ‹ l 3.18Ž . Ž .H h
is a well defined isomorphism.
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LEMMA 3.19. Let H be self-injecti¤e, and let x g H be such that H x isF O O
pure in the left regular H -module H . Then the map,O H OO
aH x “ x H ( Hom x H , H : hx ‹ lŽ . Ž .R R H R R hR
 4is a well defined isomorphism for all choices of R g K, O, F . So in
particular, if in addition x H is pure in the right regular module H , thenO OHO
Ž .Hom x H , H is liftable.H F FF
Proof. The only case not yet shown is R s O. Let f : x H “ H be anO O
Ž .H -linear map. Formula 3.18 applied to the case R s K implies thatO
Ž .f x g H x l H which in turn equals H x, since the latter is pure byK O O
Ž .assumption. Thus f x s hx for some h g H . Clearly now f s l .O h
Žx H being pure in H means that x H s F m x H writing again x forO O F O O
.1 m x g F m H ( H . The second assertion follows.O O F
We observe that taking a commutes with taking direct sums. Thus
Lemma 3.19 applied to Situation 3.4 immediately gives the following
Ž .reformulation of the part i of Theorem 3.8:
COROLLARY 3.20. Keep the notation of Situation 3.4 and assume in
addition that H is self-injecti¤e. Suppose that X is a cyclic module X s x HF i i i O
for some x g H such that both, H x and x H are pure in the left,i O O i i O
respecti¤ely, right regular H -module for 1 F i F k. ThenO
k
aM f ( X ( H x ,[R R R i
is1
 4for all choices of R g K, O, F .
4. HECKE FUNCTORS FOR GENERAL LINEAR GROUPS
For the moment let G be an arbitrary finite reductive group. Suppose
the field of definition of G is the finite field with q elements for some
power q of some prime p. We denote the Weyl group of G by W. The
Ž .system M of Levi subgroups of G considered as subfactors P, U by
choosing a parabolic subgroup P of G with unipotent radical U such that
L s PrU satisfies the requirements of a Mackey system as defined in the
second section. Henceforth the terms as HC-induction, restriction, cuspi-
dal, vertices are always meant with respect to this special Mackey system.
Note that for a Levi subgroup L of G the Mackey system M is theL
w xMackey system of Levi subgroups of L. For details we refer to 4 .
Observe that HC-induction and restriction involve the parabolic subgroup
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P which the Levi subgroup L is a Levi complement of. However, it is a
Ž w x.classical result over fields of characteristic zero see, e.g., 4 , that HC-in-
duction and restriction are independent of the choice of P and the same
w xwas shown by Howlett and Lehrer in 37 and independently by Du and the
w xauthor in 13, 5.2 for arbitrary commutative rings R, in which q1 isR
invertible. We take l to be a prime number different from p and a split
Ž .l-modular system K, O, F for G. Note that q is invertible in any ring
 4R g K, O, F and may be identified with the invertible element q1 of R.R
As a consequence the functors corresponding to conjugate Levi subgroups
Ž .are naturally equivalent. Thus the irreducible RG-modules R s K or F
are partitioned according to their semisimple vertices and sources into
Ž . Ž w xHarish]Chandra series, HC-series for short , compare 4 for the classical
w x .and 34 for the l-modular case .
w x Ž .By 28, 2.4 , compare Corollary 2.5 the task to find the irreducible
RG-modules R s F, K subdivides into the following two parts:
PROCEDURE 4.1. To determine the irreducible RG-modules we ha¤e to
proceed as follows:
Ž .i For any Le¤i subgroup L find the irreducible cuspidal RL-modules.
Ž .ii For a Le¤i subgroup L and a cuspidal irreducible RL-module C find
Ž GŽ ..the irreducible H-modules, where H s End R C .RG L
For R s K the structure of the endomorphism ring H was determined
w xby Howlett and Lehrer in 36 . In the special case of general linear groups
Ž w x. w xtheir result extended in view of 21, 3.3 to the case R s F in 7, 3.6
Ž .details are provided later in this section in Theorem 4.32 . The general
w xcase was done in 28 .
Ž .We now turn to finite general linear groups. Thus let G s GL q ,n
w xwhere q is a power of some prime p. Let g g G. In 21 the conjugacy
G Ž .class g of g was labelled by an n, ‘ -index,
d d ??? n n ???1 2 1 2Gg l I g s , 4.2Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž2.ž /s s ??? l l ???1 2
where the meaning of the parts of this index is explained below.
Let g s su be the Jordan decomposition of g, that is the decomposition
Ž .of g into its semisimple part s and the unipotent part u g C s . NoteG
that this is precisely the decomposition of g into its p-regular part s and
p-part u. We may assume that s is given in its canonical rational form.
Thus,
=n =n1 2s s s = s = ??? , 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
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where s , s , . . . are pairwise different elements of some large extension1 2
Ž . Ž .field of GF q and s is the companion matrix of the minimum polyno-i
Ž .mial of s over GF q . In order to make things uniquely defined we usuallyi
order the s according to their degrees d downward and within a fixedi i
degree d according to an arbitrary but fixed ordering of the corresponding
Ž d.elements of GF q and then we take representatives of the orbits under
Ž d. Ž .the action of the Galois group of GL q over GL q . For a given i the
Ž .label d in 4.2 is now the degree of the minimum polynomial of s overi i
Ž . Ž .GF q , that is the rank of the matrix s . Note that n s n d q n d q ???i 1 1 2 2
and
C s ( GL q d1 = GL q d2 = ??? , 4.4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G n n1 2
Žwhere = means again matrix direct sum which is isomorphic to the direct
. Ž .product and the right-hand side of 4.4 is suitably embedded into G. We
set
n s n s n , n , . . . . 4.5Ž . Ž .s 1 2
Ž .The G-conjugacy classes of the unipotent part u in C s is given by theG
canonical rational form, which is of course the same as the Jordan form.
Hence it is described by the distribution of ones above the diagonal, that is
a multipartition,
l s lŽ1. , lŽ2. , . . . , 4.6Ž . Ž .
Ž i. Ž Ž i. .where l s l , . . . is a partition of n . We abbreviate this by l & n1 i
and we use for multicompositions m of n similarly the notation m * n. It
Ž .is obvious that the left half of the index in 4.2 describes the semisimple
and the right half describes the unipotent part of g, and hence those parts
Ž .of the index are called the semisimple and unipotent parts of I g ,
respectively.
Ž G .For short we may label the conjugacy classes of G by the pair s , l .
Ž G .The l-regular classes of G are now precisely given by pairs s , l
where s g G is an l-regular semisimple element, because unipotent
elements are p-elements, and therefore especially l-regular. The corre-
w x Ž . Ž .sponding index in 21 looks precisely as in 4.2 , but is called an n, l -head
index to indicate that its semisimple part is l-regular.
We want to describe the irreducible KG-modules. Their classification
Ž . w xwas done in terms of character theory by J. Green in 1955, 29 .
First we use the Deligne]Lusztig theory to determine the irreducible
Ž w x.cuspidal KG-modules for details see, e.g., 43 . Take a semisimple ele-
ment s g G whose minimum polynomial has degree n. It generates
Ž .together with the center of G a maximal nonsplit torus T which is
minisotropic, that is it is not contained in the any proper Levi subgroup of
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G. The Deligne]Lusztig operator taking characters of T to generalized
characters of G is denoted by RG. Now T being abelian is isomorphic toT
Žits character group, and we may choose such an isomorphism; we have to
do this in a consistent manner, that means at the same time for G and all
. GŽ .its standard Levi subgroups . Denote the image of s by s. Then R s isÃ ÃT
up to sign the character of an irreducible cuspidal KG-module which we
Ž G Ž .. Ž .denote by C . We may label these modules by the pair s , 1 , where 1s
w x Ž .is the only partition of the number 1 or following 21 the head n, ‘
index,
n 1
C l I C s . 4.7Ž . Ž .s s ž /s 1Ž .
We remark that the G-conjugacy classes of parabolic subgroups are
parametrized by compositions of n. A set of representatives of these
consists of the set of all parabolic subgroups containing one fixed Borel
subgroup B of G. We choose B to be the set of all upper triangular
matrices in G. Then the standard parabolic subgroup corresponding to the
Ž .composition m of n written as m * n is denoted by P and its Levim
Ž .subgroup is denoted by L . Moreover, if m s m , m , . . . ,m 1 2
L s GL q = GL = ??? ,Ž .m m m1 2
diagonally embedded into G.
Now let s g G be an arbitrary semisimple element. We assume it is
Ž .given in its canonical rational form as in formula 4.3 . Let the composition
m s m of n be given bys
m s d , d , . . . , d , d , . . . , d , . . . , 4.8Ž .s 1 1 1 2 2ž /^ ‘ _^ ‘ _
n -times n -times1 2
Ž .where the n and the d are defined in 4.4 . Together with the center of Gi i
the element s generates a minisotropic maximal torus T of L s L .s s m
Consequently, because L is a direct product of general linear groups, thes
LSŽ .generalized character R s is up to sign the character afforded by anÃTs
irreducible cuspidal KL -module C . Indeed we can decompose C into ans s s
outer tensor product,
C ( Cmn1 m Cmn2 m ??? . 4.9Ž .s s s1 2
All modules considered are semisimple, hence in order to find the
G Ž .irreducible components of M s R C , we have to inspect the endomor-s L ss
Ž .phism ring H s End M and we apply Fitting's lemma or equivalentlys K G s
ŽCorollary 2.5 considering the projective presentation b s id: M “ Ms s
.of M .s
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Let C be a set of representatives of conjugate semisimple elements ofs s
Ž .G, e.g., given in the form 4.3 . Then the set of irreducible components of
M is precisely the HC-series with semisimple vertex L s L ands s m
Žsemisimple source C and coincides here with the Lusztig series which ares
in general defined to be the set of irreducible constituents of certain
GŽ ..families of generalized characters of the form R s . For general linearÃTs
groups this series is as well a geometric conjugacy classes of G and is
Ž G. Ž . Ždenoted by E s or simply denoted by E s . This is special for general
linear groups. For arbitrary finite groups of Lie type geometric conjugacy
.classes in general are unions of Lusztig series .
w xThe structure of H was determined by Howlett and Lehrer in 36 to bes
Ž .the Hecke algebra associated with the ramification group W s W L , C ,s s s
that is the stabilizer of C in W factored by the Weyl group of L . In thes s
Ž w x.case of general linear groups it is again a Weyl group of type A comp. 7 ,
Ž . Ž Ž ..indeed W is isomorphic to the Weyl group of C s see 4.4 . However,s G
as a subgroup of W it is given as follows,
W s S = S = ??? , 4.10Ž .4 4s 1 , . . . , n n q1, n qn1 1 . . . , 1 2
 4where i denotes the ith subset in the set partition of 1, . . . , n given by
 4  4m * n. Thus, if i s b q 1, . . . , b q j and i q 1s b q j q 1, . . . , b q 2 j
Ž . Žbelong to the same subset in formula 4.10 that is both, i and i q 1 are
.between n q n q ??? n and n q ??? n q n for some a , then the1 2 a 1 a aq1
corresponding generating transposition of W is the permutation in W ss
S which swaps b q x and b q x q j for 1 F x F j and keeps all othern
numbers fixed.
For a Coxeter group W generated by basic reflections ¤ , . . . , ¤ , a1 r
Ž .commutative ring R and a unit q g R the Hecke algebra H W over RR , q
 < 4with respect to q associated with W has R-basis T w g W and multi-w
plication is defined by the following rule,
T , if l ¤w s l w q 1Ž . Ž .¤ wT T s , 4.11Ž .¤ w ½ qT q q y 1 T , otherwiseŽ .¤ w w
 4for w g W and ¤ g ¤ , . . . , ¤ . Here l: W “ N denotes the length func-1 r
tion which is defined to be the least number k for w g W such that one
can w write as word with k factors in the generators. It can be shown that
these relations indeed determine an associative R-algebra.
Ž .THEOREM 4.12 R. Howlett and G. Lehrer . Let s g G be semisimple.
Then
H s End M ( H d S m H d S m ??? .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2s K G s K , q n K , q n1 2
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Ž .Explicit representations for H W were constructed by P. N. HoefsmitK , q
w xin 35 for Weyl groups of classical type. For Weyl groups of type A, that is
symmetric groups, the representations of the associated Hecke algebras
Ž . w xH S were investigated by G. James and the author in 19 for arbitraryR , q r
R and q and we use the notation developed there. Thus the irreducible
H -modules are labelled by multipartitions l & n, where n s n ss s
Ž . Ž . Ž .n , n , . . . and l are given in 4.5 and 4.6 . The H -module correspond-1 2 s
ing to l & n is the Specht module S l and may be realized as a right ideal
in H . Thus,s
S s, l s S l MŽ . s
is an irreducible KG-submodule of M by Fitting's lemma. We have:s
Ž .THEOREM 4.13. Let G s Gl q and let K be a splitting field for G ofn
characteristic zero. Then
S s, l s g C , l & nŽ . 4s s s
is a complete set of nonisomorphic irreducible KG-modules. Here C denotesss
a set of representati¤es of semisimple conjugacy classes in G.
By the discussion at the beginning of this section, we may parametrize
Ž .the irreducible KG-modules as well by n, ‘ -indices.
Remark 4.14. In Theorem 4.13 we made implicitly some choices and it
is a priori not clear that all of our constructions are independent of those.
Ž .As an example we consider G s GL q and s s 1 g G. Thus the Levi2
subgroup L is the maximal split torus T of invertible diagonal matricess
and we have two parabolic subgroups containing T as the Levi subgroup,
namely, the groups B of invertible upper and B of lower triangular1 2
Ž GŽ ..matrices. The corresponding Hecke algebra H s End R K is theK G T T
Ž . ŽHecke algebra H s H S which in turn is isomorphic to the groupK , q 2
.algebra K S , where K denotes the trivial KT-module. Now H has two2 T
one-dimensional representations, namely, the trivial and the alternating
Ž . Ž 2 .one corresponding to the partitions l s 2 and m s 1 , respectively. By
w x G G Bi13, 37 the HC-induction R s Ind Inf for i s 1, 2 does not de-T ; B B Ti i
pend on the choice of the embedding T as a Levi subgroup into a
parabolic subgroup of G. In particular we have an isomorphism f :
G Ž . G Ž .R K “ R K , hence their endomorphism rings are isomor-T ; B T T ; B T1 2
phic too. Those, however, are given by the Howlett]Lehrer construction
w x36 . It is not immediate that both constructions give precisely the same
answer, the trivial and the alternating representation of H could be
interchanged by the isomorphism f. In this special case this cannot
happen, because the corresponding irreducible direct summands of
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G Ž .R K are the trivial and the Steinberg module, which are distinguish-T ; B Ti
able by their degrees. In general one checks easily that there is only one
critical choice involved, namely, the order of the factors in the representa-
Ž .tion 4.3 of the canonical rational form of s or equivalently the precise
choice of the canonical rational form of s and hence the Levi subgroup Ls
among the conjugate standard Levi subgroups. Thus one has to show the
following: Given standard Levi subgroups L of G with i s 1, 2 which arei
Ž .conjugate in G and hence by an element d of W then the natural
transformation B from RG to RG induces an H -KG-bimodule isomor-d L L s1 2G Ž . G Ž d. Ž .phism from R C onto R C , where C is defined in 4.9 and whereL s L s s1 2
C d denotes the conjugate module. But this can be checked directly froms
w xthe construction of the natural transformation B in 13, 5.8 . Note thatd
Ž .this fact then justifies our convention in 4.2 fixing for the corresponding
Ž .n, ‘ -indices the order of the terms and the order of the parts of s.
For later use we remark that an analogous statement holds, if K is
Ž . Ž . Ž .replaced by F or O and if n, ‘ -indices are replaced by n, l -indices
Ž w x.compare 21, 2.5 .
It should be pointed out here that we know a lot more about the
Ž .irreducible KG-modules S s, l , for example, their dimensions. G. James
even constructed a ``standard basis'' for them. For details we refer to his
w x w xarticle 40 , and to 38, 39 .
We now turn to the l-modular representation theory of G. For this we
have to consider suitable reductions modulo l of the irreducible KG-
modules constructed in Theorem 4.13. We adopt the convention to drop
sub- and superscripts whenever there is no danger of ambiguities. More-
over, the ring R of scalars we are working with is often indicated by a
subscript R. More specifically, whenever an object is defined over the
order O, then an index R means that we tensor the object over O with R.
Usually R is F, O, or K. Finally the symbol ``s '' means ``equal up toG
conjugation in G,'' and we adopt a similar notation for further symbols, as
``: '' etc.G
Here are some results on cuspidal representations:
4.15. Let C be a cuspidal irreducible KG-module. Then the followingK
holds:
Ž .i Any reduction modulo l of C is cuspidal. The con¤erse holds too:K
The lift to KG of a liftable cuspidal FG-module is cuspidal.
Ž .ii Let C be a reduction modulo l of C . Then C is irreducible.F K F
Thus C has an up to isomorphism a uniquely determined OG-lattice C .K O
The first part follows immediately from the definition of cuspidal modules.
w xPart 2 was first proved in 7, 8 . However the proof there requires the full
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classification of the irreducible FG-modules and is therefore not useful for
w xour treatment here. There is a direct proof in 40 involving the
Gelfand]Graev representation of G and none of our forthcoming results
w xhere. The reader should therefore consult 40 for details. It should be
pointed out that this part does not hold in general for finite groups of Lie
type. At the end of Section 5 in Corollary 5.23 we prove that the converse
Ž .of part 2 holds for G s GL q as well: Every cuspidal irreducible FG-n
module is liftable and hence lifts to an irreducible cuspidal KG-module.
This as well does not hold for other types of finite reductive groups. For
example, if G is a finite reductive group with Dynkin diagram G defined2
Ž .over GF q such that 5 divides q q 1 but 25 does not, then G has a
5-modular irreducible cuspidal representation which does not occur in any
reduction modulo 5 of any complex irreducible cuspidal representations of
G, and hence is in particular not liftable. Moreover G has plenty of
complex cuspidal irreducible representations which do not remain irre-
w xducible upon reduction modulo 5. For details see Appendix C of 32 .
For g g G we denote the l-regular part of g by g 9. Thus g s g 9¤ s ¤g 9
Ž .for some l-element ¤ in C g . The set of l-elements of a subset U of GG
is denoted by U .l
w x w xThe following theorem can be derived from 25 , respectively, from 21 .
Its generalization to arbitrary finite groups of Lie type is due to M. BroueÂ
w xand J. Michel 2 :
THEOREM 4.16. Let s be a semisimple l-regular element of G. Then
E s s E sy ,Ž . Ž .Dl
Ž .ygC sG l
is the set of irreducible KG-modules in a union of l-blocks of G.
The following results concern induced cuspidal representations. Note
that HC-induction commutes with base change, that is for s g G semi-
simple,
M s F m M ( RG C ,Ž .F , s O O , s L F , ss
canonically, justifying our notation.
LEMMA 4.17. Let s, t g G be semisimple.
Ž .i Assume that L s L . Suppose s9 s t9. Then C ( C , ands G t G F , s F , t
hence M ( M .F , s F , t
Ž .ii Let s, t be semisimple elements of G such that s9 / t9. Then theG
Ž . Ž .geometric conjugacy classes E s and E t belong to disjoint unions of
l-blocks of G.
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Proof. To see the first part one checks that the characters of C andK , s
C coincide on l-regular conjugacy classes of G if and only if s and tK , t
have the same l-regular parts, and the claim follows. For details see
w x w x21, 3.3 and for a generalization to finite groups of Lie type 33 . The
second part of the lemma follows immediately from Theorem 4.16, but can
also be seen by inspecting the linear characters of the center of KG,
Ž w x.comp. 21 .
Next we need the Gelfand]Graev representation of G and of Levi
subgroups. Thus, for m * n let U be the unipotent radical of the standardm
Borel subgroup of L . Thus U consists of all unipotent upper triangularm m
matrices in L . We take a linear character x of U whose restriction tom m
any root subgroup X is nontrivial for any simple root a . More precisely,i i
X consists of those matrices which have ones on the diagonal and the onlyi
nonzero entry occurs in row i and column i q 1, where 1 F i F n y 1 is
chosen such that X is contained in L . If L s L we have an idempotent,i m m
1
e s e s x u u , 4.18Ž . Ž .ÝL m < <Um ugUm
which is contained in OL, since the order of U is invertible in O. Bym
general theory the OL-lattice G s e OL is projective and hence up toL, O L
isomorphisms the only OL-lattice in the KL-module e KL s G . For Rm L, K
as usual the RL-lattice G is the Gelfand]Grae¤ module of RL. IfL, R
L s L we also write G s G .m L, R m , R
Here are some properties of the Gelfand]Graev representation G sR
G :G, R
4.19. Let s be a semisimple element of G, and let n be defined as ins
Ž .4.5 . Then the following holds:
Ž . Ž .i The geometric conjugacy class E s of G has precisely one irre-
Ž .ducible KG-module with G in common, namely, the KG-module S s, l ofK K
Ž Ž1. Ž2. . ŽŽ n1. Ž n2 . .Theorem 4.13, where l & n is gi¤en as l s l , l , . . . s 1 , 1 , . . . .
Ž .ii The Gelfand]Grae¤ representation G is multiplicity free.K
Ž .iii E¤ery cuspidal irreducible KG-module occurs in G precisely onceK
as a composition factor.
Ž . Ž .iv The Hom-set Hom G , M is free of rank 1 as an R-moduleRG R R , s
 4for all choices of R g K, O, F .
Ž w x.Proof. The first two parts are well known see, e.g., 4 , and the
remaining parts are straightforward consequences hereof.
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Again parts three and four of 4.19 hold for general linear groups only.
Part one is true for finite reductive groups with a connected center, and
part two is true in general. We define the multipartition v & n to bes s
v s 1n1 , 1n2 , . . . . 4.20Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .s
We remark that everything that was done so far for G applies as well to
Levi subgroups L of G. We denote the corresponding objects for L by an
Žadditional subscript. So for a semisimple element s of G which is up to
.conjugation in G contained in L we have an associated geometric
Ž . Ž .conjugacy class E s taking s to be an element of L . Immediately fromL
the definition of geometric conjugacy classes and the transitivity of HC-
Ž .induction it follows that the modules in E s are the irreducible con-G
GŽ . Ž .stituents of the modules R N for N g E s . Thus,L L
RG E s s E s . 4.21Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L L G
But note that the semisimple element t in L may not be conjugate in L to
Ž . Ž . Ž .our given s but in G, and hence E s l E t s B but E s sL L G
GŽ Ž .. GŽ Ž .. Ž .R E s s R E t s E t . We can however describe precisely whenL L L L G
this happens: Both s and t are given in its canonical rational form, but t is
Ž .derived from s by permuting and mixing parts of s in formula 4.3 of
equal degree. Here is an example,
s s ??? = s = ??? = s = s = s = s = ??? ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i iq1 iq1
4.22Ž .
t s ??? = s = ??? = s = s = s = s = ??? ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i iq1 i iq1
Ž .where in the notation of formula 4.3 d s d .i iq1
Ž .Fix s to be a semisimple element of G given as in 4.3 . Set again
G Ž .M s R m M with M s R C and let L s L .R , s O O , s O , s L O , s ss
LEMMA 4.23. There exists a projecti¤e presentation,
b s b : P “ M ,O , s O O , s O , s
with the following property: E¤ery composition factor of the kernel ker b ofK
Ž . Ž .b s b has the form S s9y, l for some l & n with 1 / y g C s9K K , s s9 y L l
such that s / s9y.L
Proof. Let L s L , and denote the Gelfand]Graev representation ofs
OL by G . We apply result 4.19: There exists a nonzero homomorphismO , s
c from an indecomposable direct summand P of G onto C andO 1 O , s O , s
Ž .the kernel of c contains only summands of the form S t, v . Being aK L t
composition factor of the same indecomposable projective OG-module
Ž Ž ..tensored by K as S s, 1 s C both modules must be in the sameL K , s
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l-block of L. Lemma 4.17 implies that s9 s t9. We apply 4.19 once moreL
to conclude that s and t cannot be conjugate in L. Thus t s s9y has the
GŽ . GŽ . Ž .required form. Now we take P s R P and b s R c then 4.21O , s L 1 O L O
yields the desired result.
w xOf course we would like to show that we are in the situation 9, 4.7 , by
showing that ker b has no constituent in common with M . For this weK K , s
need in Lemma 4.23 that s / s9y holds. Unfortunately it can happenG
Ž .that these elements are conjugate in G as formula 4.22 demonstrates.
Ž .LEMMA 4.24. Let b be defined as in the preceding text. Let S s9y, l beO
an irreducible composition factor of ker b , such that s and s9y of L areK
Ž .conjugate in G. Then L s L and s s s9y for some y s y g C s9 .Ä Äs s9 y G L l
Ž .Moreo¤er if s9 is gi¤en in its canonical rational form as in 4.3 ,
=n =nX X1 ks9 s s = ??? = s ,Ž . Ž .1 k
 4then there exists an index 1 F a F k and l-elements y , y , . . . in some1 2
Ž d a m. Ž da. Žextension field GF q of GF q with the following properties, where da
.is the degree of the minimum polynomial s :a
Ž . Ž da.i The minimum polynomial of y o¤er GF q has degree m fori
all i.
Ž .  4ii The elements of y , y . . . ha¤e pairwise different minimum poly-1 2
nomials.
Ž . Ž . Ž da. Ž .iii In C s9 s ??? = GL q = ??? the companion matrix y ofG n ia
the minimum polynomials of the y occurs with the same positi¤e multiplicityi
in y and y, for i s 1, 2, . . . , but in different order.Ä
Con¤ersely if s s sy and t s s9y are gi¤en as abo¤e, then s s t and M (Ä G K , s
M . In this case e¤ery irreducible composition factor of the image MK , t K , s
under b is the composition factor of ker b as well.K , s K , s
Ž .Proof. Immediately from Eq. 4.22 and Lemma 4.23 it follows that y
Ž . Ž .satisfies i ] iii . To see the converse we observe that it is enough to show
that the KL -module C is contained in the kernel of c which mapss K , t K , s
ŽP onto C , defined in the proof of Lemma 4.23 and now given1, K , s K , s
.appropriate indices . Note that C and C are not isomorphic, since sK , s K , t
Ž .and t are not conjugate in L s L . On the other hand by part i ofs t
Lemma 4.17 we have C ( C , because s and t have equal l-regularF , s F , t
parts. Consequently we have an epimorphism from P onto C and1, F , s F , t
by Brauers reciprocity law C is a composition factor of P as well.K , t 1, K , s
Being different from C it has to be in the kernel of c . Thus theK , s K , s
lemma holds.
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We may visualize the situation in the following example,
s9 s ??? = sX = ??? = sX = ??? = sX = ??? = sX = ??? ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .a a a a^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _
m-factors m-factors
Ž . Ž .y s ??? = y = ??? = y = ??? ,Ä 1 2
Ž . Ž .y s ??? = y = ??? = y = ??? ,2 1
X XŽ . Ž .s9y s ??? = s y = ??? = s y = ??? ,Ä a 1 a 2
X XŽ . Ž .s9y s ??? = s y = ??? = s y = ??? .a 2 a 1
Ž .4.25
X Ž .Note that indeed the minimum polynomial of s y , i s 1, 2 over GF q hasa i
Ž .degree md . The canonical rational form of s9, s9y, s9y in 4.25 has to beÄa
Ž .taken in G, that of y, y has to be taken in C s9 .Ä L
DEFINITION 4.26. Let s g G be semisimple,
n na bs s ??? = s = ??? = s = ??? .Ž . Ž .a b
Let s s sX y be the decomposition of s into its l-regular and l-singulari i i i
parts and let d be the degree of the minimum polynomial of s . Then wei i
say that s is l-stable when it satisfies the following condition: Whenever
Ž X . Ž X .s s s and d s d then y and y have the same minimum polyno-a b a b a b
Ž dXa. Xmial over GF q , where d is the degree of the minimum polynomial ofa
X Ž .s over GF q .a
We remark that our definition of l-stable here is precisely the hypothe-
w x Žsis in 15, 4.6 for the special case of general linear groups which are
. Žknown to coincide with their dual groups . Lemmas 4.23 and 4.24 in
w x.connection with 9, 4.7 now imply immediately:
THEOREM 4.27. Let s g G be semisimple. Then the projecti¤e presenta-
tion,
b : P “ MR , s R , s R , s
 4satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 for all choices R g K, O, F if and only if s is
l-stable.
Immediate from the definition we have:
LEMMA 4.28. Let s g G be semisimple and l-regular. Then s is l-stable.
It is obvious how to turn an arbitrary semisimple element into a l-stable
one. If, for example, s s s9y is given as in Lemma 4.24 we may change theÄ
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Ž X . Ž X .  4direct factor s y into s y and we may do this for all y g y , . . . anda 2 a 1 i 2
for all indices a to get a semisimple element s which is l-stable andÄ
Ž .satisfies s9 s s9. Part i of Lemma 4.17 says, that over F our constructionsÄ
depend only on the l-regular part s9 of s and the ``shape'' of its l-singular
part y. We call two semisimple elements s and t of G l-equi¤alent, and we
write s ; t, if s9 s t9 and L s L . In this case,l G s G t
M ( M ( M ( M ,ÄF , s F , s F , t F , tÄ
Äwhere the l-stable elements s and t are constructed above. Obviously ;Ä l
is an equivalence relation, and each equivalence class contains l-stable
elements, because s ; s.Äl
Now Lemma 4.17 implies:
LEMMA 4.29. Let s, t g G be semisimple, and let t ; s. Thenl
C ( C ,F , s F , t
P ( P ,F , s F , t
M ( M .F , s F , t
Thus replacing b : P “ M by b we obtain a projecti¤e presenta-F , s F , s F , s F , s
tion of M which satisfies Hypothesis 1.1.F , s
w x Ž .We apply 9 to attach to each geometric conjugacy class E s for which
s g G is l-stable, three pairs of functors,
H s H : mod “ mod ,s R , s RG HR , s
4.30Ž .
Ã ÃH s H : mod “ mod ,s R , s H RGR , s
 4where R g K, O, F . If s is not l-stable, we have to replace in case of
ÃR s F the element s by s and get the functors H , H .Ä F , s F , sÄ Ä
Recall that these functors are defined as follows,
H s Hom P , y rHom P , y J ,Ž . Ž .s RG s RG s s
4.31Ž .
ÃH s A ( ym M .Ž .s P H R , ss s
Here H s H s R m H is the endomorphism ring End M , if s iss R , s O O , s RG R , s
l-stable or R s O or K. Otherwise we again replace s by s and we applyÄ
Lemma 4.29. Moreover J s J is defined as in Section 1.s R , s
w xThe next result generalizes Theorem 4.12 and was shown in 7, 3.6 :
THEOREM 4.32. Let s g G be semisimple and l-stable. Then
End M s H ( H W s H d S m H d S m ??? ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2RG r , s R , s R , q s R , q n R , q n1 2
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 4for R g K, O, F , where the d are gi¤en as degrees of the irreducible factorsi
of the minimum polynomial and the n are gi¤en as multiplicities of thesei
factors in the characteristic polynomial of s.
Note that by construction,
W L , C F W L , C . 4.33Ž . Ž .Ž .s s s sÄ Ä
Ž . Ž .Indeed W L , C is a standard Young subgroup of W L , C . Thus,s s s sÄ Ä
F m End M F End M s F m End M ( H ,Ž . Ž . Ž .O O G O , s F , s F , s O O G O , s F , sÄ Ä
and the inequality is proper, if s is not l-stable.
We now construct ``standard'' l-stable elements. For this we need to
Ž i.know how to find l-elements in finite extensions of GF q . The following
results follow easily from elementary facts in finite field theory.
Ž .For 0 F i g Z define e i to be the smallest natural number k such that
2 ky1i i i1 q q q q q ??? q q ’ 0 mod l . 4.34Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . i Ž .Note that e i is the multiplicative order of q in the finite field GF l ,
i Ž . Ž .unless q ’ 1 mod l , in which case e i s l . In any case e i F l . Let
Ž . ie s e 1 . If q ’ 1 mod l , then q ’ 1 mod l for all 1 F i g Z. Otherwise
qi ’ 1 mod l if and only if i s el m for some 0 F m g Z. Replacing e by
Ž .e i we obtain
e e i l m s l , 4.35Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž i j.for all nonnegative integers m. Moreover GF q contains an l-element
Ž . mwhich is not contained in any proper subfield if and only if j s e i l for
some 0 F m g Z.
Ž i.DEFINITION 4.36. We now choose for each field GF q and for each
Ž . mnumber e i l for every nonnegative integer m a fixed l-element,
y m g GF qieŽ i. l m ,Ž . Ž .i
which is not contained in any proper subfield. Thus its minimum polyno-
Ž i. Ž . mmial over GF q has degree e i l , and its companion matrix is denoted
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž i.by y m compare 4.3 . If s is a l-regular element of GF q whosei i
Ž . Ž .minimum polynomial over GF q has degree i, then s y m generatesi i
Ž i eŽ i. l m. Ž . Ž Ž ..GF q over GF q , hence its companion matrix s y m is ani i
Ž . m Ž . mie i l = ie i l -matrix.
Ž .A composition m of k is called e i -l-adic, if it has the form,
m s 1, 1, . . . , 1, e i , . . . , e i , e i l , . . . , e i l , e i l 2 , . . . .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Let s in G be a fixed semisimple l-regular element, and let n s n bes
Ž .defined as in 4.5 . A multicomposition,
m s mŽ1. , mŽ2. , . . . , mŽ i. , . . . * nŽ .
Ž i. Ž .is called e-l-adic, if m * n is e d - l-adic for all i, wherei i
e s e s e d , e d , . . . .Ž . Ž .Ž .s 1 2
The corresponding parabolic subgroup W of W is called e- l-parabolic asm s
well as the corresponding parabolic subgroup P , Levi subgroup L etc. ofm m
Ž .C s . For multipartitions we use a similar notation. The set of e- l-adicG
multipartitions of n is denoted by P e, l.s s
e, l Ž .For l g P we define the element y g C s as follows: Givens l G l
C s s ??? = GL q di = ??? ,Ž . Ž .G ni
and correspondingly,
l s . . . , lŽ i. , . . . ,Ž .
with
lŽ i. s . . . , e d l m , . . . , e d l m . . . & n ,Ž . Ž .i i iž /^ ‘ _
j-times
we define y s ??? = y Ž i. = ??? withl l
y Ž i. s ??? = y m = ??? = y m = ??? .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .l d di i^ ‘ _
j-times
The element,
s s syl l
is obviously an l-stable semisimple element of G.
Note that two semisimple conjugate elements of G are l-equivalent. The
next result can be seen easily:
LEMMA 4.37. Let s be a semisimple l-regular element of G. Then
< e , ls l g P 4l s
is a complete set of representati¤es of l-equi¤alence classes of semisimple
elements in G with a semisimple part conjugate to s.
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So every semisimple element s of G is l-equivalent to precisely one
Žstandard l-stable element defined above. We denote it by s, refining ourÄ
.previous definition . Thus,
s s sX , 4.38Ž .Ä l
for an l g P e, l.s9
We define C l to be the subset of the representatives C of G-classess s s s
of semisimple elements consisting of the l-regular elements in C , and wes s
define
< l e , lST s s g G s g C , l g P , 4.39Ž . 4l l s s s
thus ST is a set of representatives of l-equivalence classes of elementsl
of G consisting of l-stable elements. Moreover we may assume that
ST : C .l s s
w xTheorems 9, 2.28 and 4.10 imply immediately:
Ž G.LEMMA 4.40. To each geometric conjugacy class E s of G we ha¤e
Ž G.attached six functors choosing s as a representati¤e in s :
H : mod “ mod ,R , s RG HR , s
H : mod “ mod ,F , s F G HÄ F , sÄ
ÃH : mod “ mod ,R , s F RGR , s
ÃH : mod “ mod ,F , s H F GÄ F , sÄ
where R s O or K.
Those functors induce bijections between
v Ž .The set of irreducibles in the geometric conjugacy class E s and the
set of nonisomorphic irreducible H -modules.K , s
v The set of nonisomorphic irreducible composition factors in the head of
M and the nonisomorphic irreducible H -modules.F , s F , sÄ
If in addition s is l-stable, then those functors pro¤ide an embedding of the
decomposition matrix of the triple,
F m H ( H ⁄ H “ H ( K m H ,O O , s F , s O , s K , s O O , s
and the decomposition numbers of OG describing the composition multiplici-
Ž .ties of the irreducible constituents of hd M in reductions modulo l of theF , s
Ž .elements of E s .
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In the next section we use results in representation theory of Hecke
algebras to derive a first classification of the irreducible FG-modules. As
pointed out in Section 2 this will give us as well the subdivision of those
irreducibles according to their semisimple vertices and sources. However,
besides the labelling of the irreducible FG-modules we obtain more
detailed information as, for example, about decomposition numbers. For
the classification of the irreducibles alone and their subdivision into the
Harish]Chandra series one needs only Theorem 4.16, a result of Fong and
w xSrinivasan in 25 saying that the Brauer characters of KG-modules of the
Ž .form S s, l , where l & n and s g C is l-regular, are a basis of theK s ss
space of Brauer characters of G, and the fact that the decomposition
Ž .matrix of G is unitriangular Corollary 6.44 . All but the last part is known
Žto hold for arbitrary finite reductive groups analogously, for details and an
w x.extensive bibliography we refer to 17 . The unitriangularity of the decom-
position matrix is conjectured. For general linear and unitary groups it can
be achieved by HC-inducing ordinary Gelfand]Graev characters of all
Ž w x .Levi subgroups and by cutting by blocks see 26 for details .
5. THE IRREDUCIBLE FG-MODULES
ÃIn the last section we constructed the Hecke functors H and Hs s
attached to the geometric conjugacy class indexed by the semisim-
ple element s. Over F we only need to consider representatives s of
l-equivalence classes. Our goal in this section is to construct a complete set
w xof irreducible FG-modules. We know from 9 , that we may construct
Ãirreducible FG-modules by applying the functor H to irreducible H -s s
modules.
We begin by briefly describing some results on representations of
Ž . w xH s H S , for details we refer to 19 . Here for the moment R is anR , s n
arbitrary commutative domain and q is a unit in R. For a composition
Ž .m s m , m , . . . * n we let W s S = S = ??? be1 2 m 1, 2, . . . , m 4  m q1, . . . , m qm 41 1 1 2
the corresponding standard parabolic subgroup of W s S . In Section 4 an
basis of H was presented together with the defining relations for the
Ž Ž ..  < 4multiplication see 4.11 . Obviously the R-space spanned by T w g Ww m
is closed under multiplication and hence a subalgebra H of H which is ofm
course the Hecke algebra associated with W . We define two specialm
elements of H F H,m
Ž .l wx s T , y s yq T . 5.1Ž . Ž .Ý Ým w m w
wgW wgWm m
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Both elements generate one-dimensional representations of H , and wem
m Ämdenote the induced representations x H and y H by M and M ,m m
respectively. Let l be a composition of n and denote its dual partition by
Žl9. There is a unique element of shortest length a distinguished double
. wlcoset representative w of W such that W l W s 1. We define z sl l l9 l
x T y and the H -module Sl s Sl s z H . Recall that a partitionl w l9 s R l R , sl
Ž .l s l , l , . . . is e-restricted for the positive integer e, if l y l - e1 2 iq1 i
for all indices i, and it is e-regular if the dual partition l9 is e-restricted.
We summarize:
5.2. For l & n we call Sl a Specht module.
v ² :There is a symmetric associati¤e bilinear form , on H whose Gram
determinant with respect to any basis of H is a unit. In particular, for fields R
the Hecke algebra H is a symmetric algebra and consequently e¤ery irreducible
H-modules is isomorphic to a minimal right ideal of H.
v The Specht modules are free as R-modules and ha¤e a basis indepen-
dent of the choice of R and q. If R is a field and if H is semisimple, then
 l < 4S l & n is a complete set of nonisomorphic irreducible H-modules.
v If R is a field then H is not semisimple precisely if q is an eth root of
unity in R for some e F n.
There is an antiautomorphism ) of H induced by TU s T y1 . Thus we canw w
define dual modules, and H-in¤ariant bilinear forms.
v
lFor l & n there is an H-in¤ariant symmetric bilinear form on S ,
uni¤ersally defined for all choices of R and q. The radical SlH of that form is
either Sl or is the unique maximal submodule of Sl.
Now let R be a field of characteristic l G 0, and let q be a primiti¤e eth root of
unity or, if q s 1, let e s l for l ) 0 and e s ‘ otherwise.
v
lH lS / S precisely if l is e-regular.
Set Dl s SlrSlH if the partition l of n is e-regular.
v
l < 4D l & n, l is l-regular is a complete set of nonisomorphic irre-
ducible H-modules.
v
l mThe composition factors of S are of the form D for some e-regular
partition m of n satisfying le m, and Dl has composition multiplicity 1 in Sl
}
pro¤ided l is e-regular.
Ž .Here e denotes the usual dominance ordering on the set L n of composi-
}
Ž . Ž .tions of n. Thus if l s l , l , . . . and m s m , m , . . . are compositions1 2 1 2
of n we write le m if Ý j l F Ý j m for all j.is1 i is1 i}
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The last part of 5.2 asserts in particular, that the decomposition matrix
D s D of H is unitriangular, where the partitions, respectively, theH
e-regular partitions of n are ordered compatibly with the dominance
ordering downward.
Of course all these results carry over to tensor products of Hecke
algebras associated with symmetric groups. In particular it carries over to
Ž .our Hecke algebras H W s H of Theorem 4.32. However, we have toR , s s s
adjust notation. Partitions have to be replaced by multipartitions l & n ,s
where again s is a semisimple element of G. The dominance ordering of
partitions can be extended to multipartitions too: We define that l em
}
for l , m & n if lŽ i.e mŽ i. for all i. Note that qi is a primitive eth root ofs }
Ž . i Ž .unity in F if and only if e s e i , provided q k 1 mod l , where e i is
Ž .defined in 4.34 .
Thus in the notation of the previous section, setting n s n and e s es s
Ž .  l < 4compare Definition 4.36 the set S l & n is a complete set of irre-K
ducible nonisomorphic H -modules and of course these modules areK , s
precisely the Specht modules used in Theorem 4.13. We say that the
Ž Ž1. Ž2. . Ž i. Ž .multipartition l s l , l , . . . of n is e-regular, if l is e d -regular fori
all i, and we denote the set of multipartitions of n by P and the subsets s
of e-regular multipartitions of n by P reg. Thus, if s is l-stable, thens s
 m < reg .4D m g P is a complete set of nonisomorphic irreducible H -s F , s
modules and the decomposition matrix D s D of H is unitriangular.s H O , ss
We continue to use the notation introduced in the previous section.
Ž .Thus henceforth C denotes the cuspidal RL -module as defined in 4.7 ,R , s s
 4 Ž .R g K, O, F , where the Levi subgroup L was introduced in 4.8 .s
G Ž .Moreover M s R C .R , s L R , ss
The next result tells us that we may often ignore the functor A inPR , sÃour definition of H , simplifying calculations:R , s
THEOREM 5.3. Let s g G be semisimple, and let the projecti¤e presenta-
tion b s b : P “ M be defined as in Lemma 4.23 and Theorem 4.27R , s R , s R , s
 4for R g K, O, F . Then M is P -torsionless for R s K and R s O. If inR , s R , s
addition s is l-stable, then M is P -torsionless as well.F , s F , s
Proof. For R s K and R s O the theorem is Lemma 1.20. Thus let s
be l-stable. We present a proof which works for all choices of R.
We drop indices, when possible. We have to show that
Hom P , X / 0 ,Ž . Ž .RG
for all nonzero submodules X of M . Recall that L is the smallests s
standard Levi subgroup of G containing s. Let P s L U be the corre-s s s
Ã y1< <sponding parabolic subgroup. Let U s U Ý u. Recall the defini-s s ugUs
Ž Ž . Ž ..tion of the idempotent e s e formulas 4.18 and 4.8 , which gen-m Ls s
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erates the Gelfand]Graev representation of L , and remember ours
G Ž .construction of P and P s R P in Lemma 4.23: Being a principal1 L 1s
indecomposable projective L -module, P s e RL for some primitives 1 s s
idempotent e of RL which is one of the summands in a decomposition ofs s
G Ž .e into a sum of orthogonal primitive idempotents. Thus P s R P sL L 1s sÃe U RG.s s
Ž w x.Adjointness of HC-induction and HC-restriction see, e.g., 15, 1.7
implies,
Hom P , X s Hom RG P , X s Hom P , T G X .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .RG RG L 1 R L 1 Ls s s
5.4Ž .
Ž .For a subgroup H of G we denote the normalizer of H by N H . NowG
Žw x.we apply Mackey decomposition 13, 1.4 to get
T G X F T G M s R Ls T Lws C d s C d ,Ž . Ž . d d Ž .[ [L L s L l L L l L s ss s s ss s Ž .dgD dgN L lDm , m sG m , m
5.5Ž .
where D denotes the set of distinguished right coset representatives Wm m
of W, that is, d g D is the unique shortest element in W d. Moreover form m
l, m * n let D s Dy1 l D . Note that the elements of D are distin-l, m l m l, m
guished W -W -double coset representatives, that is they consist of thel m
Ž .shortest elements in each double coset. We also use in formula 5.5 that
D is as well a set of P -P -double coset representatives in G, and for thel, m l m
second part, that C is cuspidal and hence its HC-restriction of any of itss
conjugates to a proper Levi subgroup is zero.
We let b be the block of OL containing C , and we let « be thes s s s
Žcorresponding central idempotent considered as element of FL ors
. Ž . dOL : KL . Let d g N L l D and assume that C belongs to b .s s G s m , m s s
Note that C d s C d. By Theorem 4.16 the l-regular parts of s and sd ares s
conjugate in L . Since s is l-stable by assumption, s s sd, that iss LS
Ž .d g W , where W F W is defined as in formula 4.10 . Note that W : D .s s s m , m
We conclude that
C d« s C , 5.6Ž .[ [s s s
Ž . dgWdgN L lD ssG m , m
Because P s e RL , we have by general theory that1 s s
G ÃHom P , T X ( XU e .Ž .Ž .R L 1 L s ss s
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Let 0 / x g X. Let U be the unipotent radical of the fixed Borel
subgroup B of G consisting of upper triangular matrices. Thus U is the
subgroup of all upper unitriangular matrices in G. Denote the opposite
group of lower unitriangular matrices in G by V, and for w g W define
y  < y1 4U to be the subgroup u g U wuw g V of U. Because,w
M s RG C s C m wu ,Ž . [s L s ss ywgD , ugUwm
and X F M , we may writes
x s m m 1 q m m wu , 5.7Ž .Ý( w , u
y1/wgD , ugUwm
for certain m , m g C . We may assume that m / 0. To see this note,w , u ( s (
Žthat we can always multiply by a suitable element of G of the form
Ž .y1 .wu to get a nonzero coefficient m . For R s O we may assume in(
addition that m is not contained in pC , where p as in the proof of( O , s
Lemma 3.2 is the generating element of the maximal ideal of O. Otherwise
we may replace x by pyk x for some nonnegative integer k to get a
Ã Ž . Ž .suitable element of X . Set x s xU « . Then 5.5 and 5.6 implyO 1 s s
Ã0 / x s m m 1 q m m wU g X , 5.8Ž .Ý1 ( w s
1/wgWs
for certain m g C , since Uy F U for w g W . To see this one has tow s w s s
Ž .use that w is distinguished. Choose 0 / c g Hom P , C , and letR R L 1 ss
Ž .m s c e . Then me s m / 0 and we find an element a g RL suchR s s s
that m a s m. We have(
wy1 Ã0 / x ae s m m 1 q m ae m wU . 5.9Ž . Ž .Ý1 s w s s
1/wgWs
Ã GŽ . Ž .We showed that XU e s T X e / 0 , and the theorem follows froms s L ss
Ž .formula 5.4 .
w xWe remark that in 40, 4.7 a similar but weaker result is shown.
Moreover the theorem can be applied to the case where s is not necessar-
ily l-stable. For R s K and O it holds as stated, for R s F we have to
Ž .replace s by s, compare to Lemma 4.29 .Ä
Recall that ST denotes a set of representatives of l-equivalencel
Žclasses of semisimple elements of G consisting of l-stable elements see
Ž ..4.39 . We fix s g ST . By Theorem 4.27 the projective presentationl
b : P “ M of M satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 and by Lemma 4.40O , s O , s O , s O , s
Ãthe functors H and H produce a bijection between a complete set ofF , s F , s
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nonisomorphic irreducible H -modules and the nonisomorphic irre-F , s
Ž .ducible FG-modules occurring as composition factors in hd M . ThusF , s
Ž Ž .. Ž .with n s n see 4.5 and e s e see Definition 4.36 we define fors s
l & n using 5.2,
lÃ'S s, l s R m H S , 5.10Ž . Ž .Ž .R O O , s O
 4 regfor R g K, O, F . If in addition l g P we gets
Ã lD s, l s H D . 5.11Ž . Ž . Ž .F , s
ŽIt is well known that H s H is a symmetric R-algebra for fields R see,R R , s
w x.e.g., 19, 2.3 . Thus by Theorems 5.3 and 1.2,
l'S s, l s R m S M s R m z M , 5.12Ž . Ž .'R O O O , s O l O , s
where z g H is defined as in the beginning of this section. Forl O , s
l g P reg we haves
D s, l s D l M , 5.13Ž . Ž .F , s
for m & n and l g P reg we denote the multiplicity of D l as a composi-s
tion factor of Sm by d . The matrix,F m l
D s D s dŽ .s m , l
 l < reg4is the decomposition matrix of H . We denote the set D l g P ofO , s s
irreducible H -modules by H .F , s s
THEOREM 5.14. Let s g ST . Thenl
regT s D s, l l g P 5.15Ž . Ž . 4s s
is precisely the Harish]Chandra series of irreducible FG-modules with
semisimple HC-¤ertex L and semisimple HC-source C . If s / t g GTs F , s l
Ž .then T and T are disjoint. If m & n, then the multiplicity of D s, l as as t
Ž .composition factor of S s, m equals the decomposition number d of H .F m l O , s
Thus D is part of the l-decomposition matrix of G.s
ÃProof. By Lemma 4.40 the functors H and H produce a bijectionF , s F , s
Ž .between T and H , and T is the set of composition factors of hd M .S s s F , s
Ž .By Corollary 2.5 compare Procedure 4.1 T is precisely the set ofs
irreducible FG-modules having semisimple HC-vertex L and semisimples
G Ž .source C , because M s R C . If s / t g ST then especiallyF , a F , s L F , s ls
Ž .s / t by 4.39 , and hence C and C cannot be conjugate in G by thel F , s F , t
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w xdefinition of l-equivalence in Lemma 4.29. By 13, 4.16 T and T ares t
w x Ž .disjoint. The theorem follows using 9, 4.10 , compare Lemma 4.40 .
So far the set
T s T 5.16Ž .D s
sgS T l
is a collection of nonisomorphic irreducible FG-modules, which is parti-
tioned into HC-series T . We now show, that T is indeed a complete sets
of nonisomorphic irreducible FG-modules.
Ž . Ž . Ž .We modify the n, ‘ -index I s attached to the pair s, l for l & ns
Ž .in 4.2 , by replacing the elements s , s , . . . in the lower left-hand part of1 2
Ž . Ž .I s belonging to some extension field of GF q by their l-regular parts
X X Ž .s ,s , . . . to get an n, l -index, that is we have a map,1 2
d d . . . , n n . . . ,1 2 1 2
s, l ‹ I s, l s . 5.17Ž . Ž . Ž .X Xl Ž1. Ž2.ž /s s . . . , l l . . . ,1 2
Ž . ŽFor convenience we give the details of the definition of n, l -indices, see
w x.21, 2.4 :
Ž .DEFINITION 5.18. An n, l -index is an array,
d d . . . , d n n . . . , n1 2 N 1 2 N
I s ,Ž1. Ž2. ŽN .ž /s s . . . , s l l . . . , l1 2 N
such that
Ž .i the s are representatives of orbits under the Galois group ofi
Ž di. Ž . Ž .the extension field GF q of GF q as in 4.3 . In addition s is l-regulari
Ž di.and there exists an l-element y g GF q with s y of degree d overi i i i
Ž .GF q .
Ž . Ž i.ii The integers n are positive for all i and l & n .i i
Ž .iii n d q ??? qn d s n1 1 N N
Moreover in I the entries are unordered with respect to 1, . . . , N, that is, if
Ž . Ž .p is a permutation of 1, 2, . . . , N the n, l -indices,
d d . . . , d n n . . . , n1 2 N 1 2 N
Ž1. Ž2. ŽN .ž /s s . . . , s l l . . . , l1 2 N
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and
d d . . . , d n n . . . , n1p 2p Np 1p 2p Np
Ž1p . Ž2p . ŽNp .ž /s s . . . , s l l . . . , l1p 2p Np
Ž .are identified. An n, l -index is called
Ž .i a head, if the s are pairwise different, and s has degree d overi i i
Ž .GF q for all i,
Ž . Ž i. Ž . Ž .ii a foot, if l is e d -regular for all i, where e d is defined ini i
Ž .4.34 , and
Ž .iii special, if s s s implies either i s j or d / d .i j i j
We remark that all head indices are special. The previous indices are
Ž .defined for all primes l and l s ‘. The latter case produces n, ‘ -indices,
Ž .and the head n, ‘ -indices parametrize the conjugacy classes of G,
Ž Ž ..compare 4.2 . Similarly, for our prime l , the l-regular conjugacy classes
Ž . w xof G are parametrized by head n, l -indices by 21, 2.8 .
reg Ž .LEMMA 5.19. Let s g ST and l g P . Then I s, l , defined inl s s
Ž .5.17 is a special foot, and the map,
s, l ‹ I s, lŽ . Ž .l
Ž . < reg4is a bijection between s, l s g ST , l g P and the set of speciall s
Ž .foot n, l -indices.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Obviously I s, l is an n, l -index, and it is a foot, because ll
is e-regular, by definition of e-regularity in the beginning of this section.
Let i / j and suppose sX s sX. Then s / s , hence d / d by the construc-i j i j i j
tion of Definition 4.36 of standard l-stable semisimple elements of G.
Ž .Thus I s, l is a special foot. Conversely Definition 4.36 shows too thatl
Ž . Ž .every special foot n, l -index corresponds to exactly one pair s, l with
regs g ST and l g P .l s
Remark 5.20. Permuting the parts of s corresponds to the analogous
Ž .permutation in the associated n, l -index. As observed in Remark 4.14
w xour constructions are invariant under such operations justifying 21, 2.5
Ž .and our convention to fix the order of the parts of s in formula 4.3 .
w x Ž w x w x.It was shown in 21, 2.13 compare 7, 6.4 and 8, Section 2 that there
Ž .is a bijection between the set of special foot and the set of head n, l -in-
dices, which in turn label the l-regular conjugacy classes of G as remarked
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earlier. Thus we have shown:
Ž .THEOREM 5.21 The irreducible FG-modules . The set,
regT s D s, l s g ST , l g PŽ . 4l s
is a complete set of nonisomorphic irreducible FG-modules. Moreo¤er,
T s TD s
sgS T l
is the decomposition of T into the Harish]Chandra series.
w xRemark 5.22. The bijection 21, 2.13 between head and special foot
Ž .n, l -indices is given by an e-l-adic decomposition of the involved multi-
w xpartitions. The classification in Theorem 5.21 was derived in 7, 6.16 and
w x8, 3.7 .
We now come to the promised proof that all irreducible cuspidal
FG-modules are liftable. In Theorem 5.21 we found all irreducible FG-
modules in the set T and therefore we have to determine which of those
Ž .are cuspidal. By construction this happens precisely for such D s, l which
satisfy L s G. But then s is l-regular, the multipartition l consistss
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..precisely of one part 1 , and D s, l s D s, 1 s C . Thus we have:F , s
COROLLARY 5.23. Let C n be the subset of all elements s of C whosess ss
minimum polynomial has degree n. Then
nD s, 1 s g CŽ . 4Ž . s s
Ž .is a complete set of nonisomorphic cuspidal irreducible FGL q -modules. Inn
Ž .particular e¤ery irreducible cuspidal FGL q -module is liftable.n
6. q-SCHUR ALGEBRAS
In this section we derive a classification of the irreducible FG-modules
Ž . w xin terms of head n, l -indices. This was first done by James in 40
without employing q-Schur algebras. Here we recover this classification
using our general setup in the first section.
Ž .Let s g C . Thus by 4.3 ,s s
=n =n1 2s s s = s = ??? ,Ž . Ž .1 2
and n s n d q n d q ??? , where d is the degree of the minimum1 1 2 2 i
Ž di. Ž . Ž .polynomial of s g GF q over GF q . By 4.8 L s L , where m s mi s m s
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is given as
m s d , . . . , d , d , . . . , d , . . . .s 1 1 2 2ž /^ ‘ _^ ‘ _
n -times n -times1 2
We set
ÃL s GL = GL = ??? . 6.1Ž .s n d n d1 1 2 2
Ž1. Ž2. ÄŽ .To l s l , l , . . . * n we define the composition l of n bys
Ä Ž1. Ž1. Ž1. Ž2. Ž i.l s d l , d l , . . . , d l , . . . , d l , . . . , d l , . . . . 6.2Ž .Ž .1 1 1 2 1 k 2 1 i j
The next lemma is obvious:
Ã ÄLEMMA 6.3. Let s g C . Then L F L . The map l ‹ l * n for l * ns s s s s
induces a bijection W ‹ W between the set of parabolic subgroups W ofÄl l l
Ž .the ramification group W , defined in 4.10 and the set of all parabolics
Ž .subgroups of the Weyl group W s S of G containing the Weyl group W Ln s
Ã ÃŽ .of L and being contained in the Weyl group W L of L . Thus,s s s
< <L l * n and P l * n 4  4Ä Äl s l s
is precisely the set of standard Le¤i, respecti¤ely, parabolic subgroups placed
Ã Ã Žbetween L and L , and P and P , respecti¤ely, extending the hat-notation tos s s s
.parabolic subgroups in the ob¤ious way .
Ž .We saw in 4.10 that the ramification group W may be identified with as
subgroup of W. Moreover the standard parabolic subgroups of W ares
Ã Ã < 4 Ž .parametrized by l l * n . Obviously we have W F W L F L .s s s s
Theorem 4.32 implies:
 4LEMMA 6.4. Let l * n , and let R g K, O, F . Suppose that s iss
l-stable if R s F. Then
LÄlEnd R C ( H W ,Ž .ž /R L L R , s R , s lÄl s
where W is the parabolic subgroup of W corresponding to l * n , andl s s
H W s H d W Ž1. m H d W Ž2. m ??? .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2R , s l R , q l R , q l
Here W Ž i. is the parabolic subgroup of S corresponding to lŽ i. * n .l n ii
Note that
W s W l W L s W l L s W l P . 6.5Ž .Ž .Ä Ä Äl s l s l s l
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If R s F and s is not l-stable, we have to replace s by s by LemmaÄ
4.29. The next two lemmas are easy to prove using transitivity of HC-in-
Ž w x.duction see 15, 1.12 :
ÄŽ .LEMMA 6.6. Let A : H W : H , and let L s L , L s L . ThenÄR , s l R , s l s
ÄGG LA R C s R AR C ,Ž . Ž .ÄL R , s L L R , s
as RG-modules.
ÄLEMMA 6.7. Let L be a standard Le¤i subgroup of G containing L s L .s
Ä GLLet X be a pure sublattice of R C . Then R X is a pure sublattice ofÄL O , s L
RGC .L O , s
We now fix s g ST and hence we omit indices s. Thus L s L ,l s
Ã Ã ÄL s L , and n s n etc. We fix as well l * n and we set L s L . NoteÄs s l
Ž Ž1. Ž2. . Ž i.Ž1. Ž2.that W s W = W = ??? , where l s l , l , . . . and l * n . Wel l l i
set
y s y Ž1.y Ž2. ??? g H W : H , 6.8Ž . Ž .l l l l
Ž . diŽ i. dwhere y g H is defined as in formula 5.1 , replacing q by q . Weil R , q
Ž .define x g H W analogously.l l
Ž .Observe that Ry is a one-dimensional H W -lattice. Consequently,l l
ÄLy R C s Stl L K , s l , K
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .is an irreducible KL-module. Parts i and iv of 4.19 applied to L say:
LEMMA 6.9. St is the unique irreducible constituent of thel , K
ÄGelfand]Grae¤ representation G of L which is contained in the geometricl , K
Ä Äconjugacy class of L associated with s g L : G. Moreo¤er this component
ÄLoccurs with multiplicity 1 as a composition factor of R C .L K
ÄThe idempotent e g OL, generating the Gelfand]Graev representa-ÄL
Ä Ž .tion G of OL was introduced in formula 4.18 . By general argumentsl , O
Äthe RL-module,
ÄL ÄY s R C e RL, 6.10Ž .Äl , R L R L
ÄLÄ 4for R g K, O, F , is the RL-submodule of R C generated by the imagesL RÄL w xof all homomorphisms F: G “ R C . Thus in the language of 9, 2.15l , R L R ÄLŽ . Ž .compare Section 1 , Y is the G-trace t R C , setting momentarilyl , R G L R
w xG s G . James showed in 40, 7.22 that the dimensions of Y andl , R l , FÄLY coincide. Consequently Y is a pure sublattice of R C . Lem-l , K l , O L OÄLma 6.9 implies that Y s St s y R C . We conclude that Y sl , K l , K l L K l , OÄ Ä ÄL L Ly R C l R C and hence contains y R C . We have therefore:l L K L O l L O
ÄŽ .THEOREM 6.11 G. James . Let s g GT and l * n . Then the OL-l s
Ä Ä ÄL L L'lattice Y is the purification y R C of y R C in R C .l , O l L O l L O L O
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Remark 6.12. Most of what we have done so far can in this section
carries over in slightly adapted form to arbitrary finite groups with the
Ž .BN -pair. However Theorem 6.11 does not. How this happens and what
can be done in this more general situation has been investigated by J.
w xGruber and the author in 18 . This article also contains a direct much
shorter proof of Theorem 6.11.
Ž .By Part iv of 4.19 there exists an epimorphism C : G “ Y ,l , O l , O l , O
thus G contains the minimal projective cover b : P “ Y ofl , O l , O l , O l , O
Y . As in Lemma 4.23 we see that P is indecomposable, hencel , O l , O
Ä ÄP s f OL for some primitive idempotent f g OL. Recall thel , O l , s l , s
Äconstruction of the composition l of n associated with l * n in formula
ÃŽ .6.2 . The idempotent f g OP is obtained by multiplying f by theÄl , s l l , sÄlÃidempotent U affording the trivial representation of the unipotent radical
Ä Äl lÃU of the parabolic subgroup P of G. Similarly e s e U . Note that byÃÄ Ä Äl l L
Ž .construction in formula 4.18 ,
<e l & n 4ÃÄl s
is a set of orthogonal primitive idempotents of OU of the group U of
unipotent upper triangular matrices, affording pairwise different linear
characters of U.
We set
P s RG P , N s RG Y , and N s N .Ä Ä[ [R , s L l , R l , R L l , R R , s l , R
l&n l&ns s
6.13Ž .
A projective presentation of N is given asR , s
b s RG b : P “ N , 6.14Ž .[R , s L l , R R , s R , sÄl
l&n s
where the subscript R indicates as usual, that we have tensored the
 4corresponding O-object by R g K, O, F . Note that HC-induction com-
mutes with tensoring by R, thus all these objects are well defined.
Obviously,
G ÃR P s f RG,ÄL l , R l , s
and we may decompose the idempotents e g OP into a sum of orthogo-ÃÄ Äl l
Ãnal primitive idempotents and we may choose f among those such thatl , s
Ã <f l & n 4l , s s
is a set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents of OG.
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We set
Ãf s f g OG, 6.15Ž .Ýs l , s
l&n s
and we conclude that
P s f RG.R , s s
ŽŽ n1. Ž n2 . .Note that for v s 1 , 1 , . . . & n we have y s 1 g H , hence,s v R , s
Ãf RG ( P , 6.16Ž .v , s R , s
where P is defined as in Lemma 4.23. In particular P is a directR , s O , s
summand of P . Moreover, for l & n we haveO , s s
N F M . 6.17Ž .l , R R , s
Consequently, for fields R, every simple submodule of N is a submod-R , s
Ž .ule of M too. Therefore it occurs in hd P by Theorem 5.3, andR , s R , s
Ž .hence in hd P . From this we conclude immediately:R , s
THEOREM 6.18. Let s g ST . Then N is P -torsionless for R gl R , s R , s
 4K, O, F .
THEOREM 6.19. Let s g C be l-stable. Thenss
b : P “ NR , s R , s R , s
 4satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 for any choice of R g K, O, F .
Proof. Let l & n . All irreducible components of N are containeds l , K
Ž .in the geometric conjugacy class E s associated with s g C : This iss s
Ž .immediate from the construction using formula 4.21 . The composition
factors of the kernel of b belong to geometric conjugacy classes of thel , K
Ž . Ž .form E s9y for some y g C s9 such that s / s9y, by 4.19. Because sG l LÄl
is l-stable we have s / s9y by Lemma 4.24. This holds for all l & n ,G s
and we conclude, that the irreducible constituents of ker b and NK , s K , s
belong to different geometric conjugacy classes. In particular these mod-
ules have no composition factor in common and the theorem follows from
w x9, 4.7 .
w xWe apply 9, 2.2 and 2.15 to construct functors connecting representa-
Ž .tions of G with those of End N . We now use Theorem 1.30 toRG R , s
investigate this endomorphism ring in terms of H .R , s
LEMMA 6.20. Let s g C and l * n . Then y H is a pure sublatticess s l s, O
of H .s, O
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Proof. The lemma is easily reduced to the case, where s s 1 g G,
Ž . Ž .hence H s H S , and l s n & n. Now the lemma follows easilyR , s R , q n
from Definition 5.1.
We define the q-Schur algebra S to beR , s
S s End y H . 6.21Ž .[R , s H l R , sR , sž /
l&n s
Note that S ( R m S by Lemma 6.20. We setR , s O s, O
E s y H . 6.22Ž .[R , s l R , s
l&n s
Note that by 5.2 H admits an associative bilinear form whose GramO , s
determinant is a unit. By Theorem 1.36 the assumptions of Theorem 1.30
Ž .are satisfied in view of Theorem 5.3. Using 1.28 , functoriality of the
Ž .Hom-functor H of 4.30 , and Theorem 1.30 we get:R , s
THEOREM 6.23. Let s g C be l-stable. Thenss
H N s E , 6.24Ž . Ž .R , s R , s R , s
and the functor H induces an R-algebra isomorphism also denoted by H :R , s R , s
H : End N “ End E s S . 6.25Ž . Ž . Ž .R , s RG R , s H R , s R , sR , s
Ž . w xThus End N is the q-Schur algebra S . In 22 q-Schur algebrasRG R , s R , s
were introduced, related to representations of finite general linear groups,
w x w x w xand their representations were investigated in 22 and 23 . In 11 it was
Ž .shown that they or rather Morita equivalent algebras are building blocks
of quantum coordinate rings of general linear groups. Indeed here q-Schur
algebras were defined as the endomorphism ring of a certain action of the
Ž . mr nHecke algebra H s H S on tensor space E , with E s R , such thatq, R r
Emr ( x H[ l
Ž .lgL n , r
Ž .as H-module. Here L n, r is the set of compositions of r into n parts.
For n s r one gets an algebra Morita equivalent to ours here, observing
that x H and y H are conjugate H-modules under an outer automorphisml l
of H.
We describe next some facts about q-Schur algebras using results
w x w x23, 11 , and 12 , and we refer for details and proof to these articles. As in
the beginning of Section 5 we define for l * n the element w g S to bel n
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the unique distinguished W -W -double coset representative with W wl ll l9 l
Ž .W s 1 and we extend this notation to multicompositions,l9
w s w Ž1.w Ž2. ??? g W , 6.26Ž .l l l s
Ž Ž1. Ž2. .for l s l , l , . . . * n . Moreover we defines
z s z Ž1.z Ž2. ??? g H . 6.27Ž .l l l R , s
Let l & n . We may premultiply y H by x T , where l9 ss l R , s l 9 w l 9
Ž Ž1.9 Ž2.9 .l , l , . . . . We get so an epimorphism from y H onto the Spechtl R , s
l 9 Ž . w xmodule S to the dual weight l9 of l , see 5.2 . We apply 19, 4.12 andR
w x22, 2.1 and 2.4 to the special case of semisimple Hecke algebras and we
see that S l 9 occurs exactly once as composition factor of y H and ifK l K , s
Sm9 occurs as well with m & n , then m9d l . Consequently there is for anyK s }
commutative ring R precisely one indecomposable direct summand Yl 9, R
Ž .of y H such that x T Y / 0 and thenl R , s l 9 w l 9, Rl 9
x T Y ( S l 9 6.28Ž .l 9 w l 9 , R Rl 9
is an epimorphic image of Y . We call Y alternating source orl 9, R l 9, R
w xYoung module, following 12, 2.1 .
Note that Y s S l , but Y is not a Specht module in general. Inl , K K l , R
particular Y (u K m Y , where tensoring is as usual tensoring over O.l , K l , O
However, since O is a complete discrete valuation ring we may lift
Ž . Ž . Ž .idempotents from End E ( F m End E to End E andH F , s H s, O H s, OF , s s, O s, O
we have therefore,
Y ( F m Y . 6.29Ž .l , F O l , O
Let m & n and suppose that Sm occurs as a composition factor ins K
K m Y , then Sm occurs as a composition factor of y H s K ml , O K l 9 K , s
w xy H as well. We apply 19, 4.12 observing that Specht modules herel 9 s, O
w xare irreducible and self-dual by 19, 4.15 , because H is semisimple, andK , s
w xwe conclude from 20, 3.1 and 3.5 that m9d l9 and hence me l . We order
} }
the set P of multipartitions of n compatibly with the dominance order-s s
Ž .ing downward e.g., lexicographically downward and we let d be them l
multiplicity of Sm as a composition factor of K m Y . We define theK l , O
Ãsquare matrix D to bes
Ã ÃD s D s d . 6.30Ž .Ž .s m l
We see in the following text that our notation here is consistent with our
definition of decomposition numbers of Hecke algebras in the previous
section.
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Let X be an indecomposable direct summand of E and let p g SR , s R , s
be the projection of E onto X. Thus p S is a projective indecompos-R , s R , s
able S -module, which has a simple head for fields R. We denote theR , s
irreducible S -module corresponding to the indecomposable direct sum-K , s
mand Y ( S l of E by W l , and we call this module the Weyl modulel , K K K , s K
to highest weight l . Indeed this is the Weyl module to weight l as
w x Ž .investigated in 23, 3.8 using dual weights . It is defined universally, that
is for any commutative ring R and for any choice of parameters for H ,R , s
as follows.
ŽŽ n1. Ž n2 . .For v s 1 , 1 , . . . & n we have y s 1 g H and so y H iss v R , s v R , s
the regular H -module. Let p be the idempotent of S projectingR , s l R , s
E onto y H . Then H ( p S p and so multiplication by p onR , s l R , s R , s v R , s v v
the right is a functor P , which takes S -modules to H -modules,R , s R , s R , s
Ž . w xcalled the q-Schur functor . It is a special case of the constructions in 9
Ž w xand this type of functor was thoroughly investigated see, e.g., 1 or for the
w x.special case of Schur algebras 30 . As an endomorphism of E , anR , s
element h g H acts by projecting first E onto H s y H , fol-r , s R , s R , s v R , s
lowed by left multiplication by h. We denote this action again by h abusing
notation. Thus h is identified with hp g S . Now the Weyl module W lv R , s R
is the right ideal of S generated byR , s
z s z p s x T y p . 6.31Ž .Ãl l v l w l 9 vl
For fields R we have an irreducible S -module L l taking the head ofR , s R
the principal projective S -module generated by the projection of ER , s R , s
onto the Young module Y .l , R
w xWe summarize some of the main results of 23 :
THEOREM 6.32. Let s g C be l-stable. Thenss
Ž .  < 4i Y l & n is a complete set of nonisomorphic indecompos-l , R s
able direct summands of E .R , s
Ž .  l < 4ii W l & n is a complete set of nonisomorphic irreducibleK s
S -modules.K , s
Ž . liii The Weyl module W to highest weight l & n is free as anR s
R-module with basis independent of the choice of R and the parameters
occurring in H . It is a cyclic S -module generated by a highest weightR , s R , s
l Ž l .¤ector. Moreo¤er, if R is a field, then W has a unique maximal ideal J WR R
and
W lrJ W l ( L l .Ž .R R R
Finally W l s L l for all l & n if and only if H is semisimple.R R s R , s
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Ž .  l < 4iv If R is a field, L l & n is a complete set of nonisomorphicR s
irreducible S -modules.R , s
Ž . m lv If R is a field, and if L is a composition factor of W , thenR R
md l for l , m g P . Moreo¤er the irreducible module L l has multiplicitys R}
1 as a composition factor of W l and is the head of the Weyl module W l .R R
Ž .vi The decomposition matrix of S , describing the multiplicity ofs, O
m l ÃL as a composition factor of W , is D . In particular this matrix is a lowerR s
unitriangular square matrix.
Ž .Note that part vi of the theorem follows easily from Fittings lemma
and Brauer reciprocity, observing the previous parts.
Remark 6.33. Our labelling of Weyl and irreducible modules of q-Schur
w x w xalgebras is the one of 11 . In 23 and related articles the labelling is dual
to ours here, and consequently the decomposition matrix of S there iss, O
upper unitriangular.
Note that the functor P : mod “ mod has a right inverse,R , s S HR , s R , s
namely,
ÃP s ym p S . 6.34Ž .R , s H v R , sR , s
Moreover, as remarked before, it is a special case of our constructions in
w x9 and the first section, considering the identity map as projective presen-
tation of the S -module p S . In particular for fields R, the functorR , s v R , s
P maps an irreducible module for S either to the zero or to anR , s R , s
irreducible H -module, and the decomposition matrix of H is part ofr , s O , s
w xthe decomposition matrix of S by 9, 4.10 . We have:O , s
Ž l . lTHEOREM 6.35. Let l g P . Then P W ( S . Moreo¤ers R , s R R
Ž l . l reg Ž .P L is isomorphic to D for l g P and 0 otherwise. Finally DR , s R R s s
Ã Ãcan be obtained from D by eliminating all columns from D labelled bys s
l & n with l f P reg.s
Ž . lProof. By 6.31 the Weyl module W s W is generated by z ,ÃR l , R
hence,
P W l s W l ? p s z S p s z p S p s z H s S l .ÃŽ .R , s R R v v R , s v l , R v R , s v l , R R , s R
Now the theorem follows easily from the fact, that the unitriangular
w xdecomposition matrix D of H is by 9, 4.10 part of the decompositions O , s
Ã w x.matrix D of S , and from 9, 2.30 .s O , s
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w xWe now apply 9 using Theorems 6.19, 6.23, and the projective presen-
tation b : P “ N of Theorem 6.19 to get functors,s, R R , s R , s
S : mod “ mod ,R , s RG SR , s
6.36Ž .
ÃS : mod “ mod ,R , s S RGs , R
 4where R g K, O, F . Note that W N is an OG-sublattice of Nl , O O , s O , s
which might be not pure. By Theorems 1.2 and 6.18 however,
l Ã lW N s S W , 6.37Ž .Ž .O O , s O , s O
Ã lŽ .hence S W F N and the next definition makes sense.O , s O O , s
DEFINITION 6.38. Let l & n . Then we define G-moduless
lÃŽ . Ž .  4'i S s, l s R m S W for R g K, O, F .Ž .R O O , s O
Ã lŽ . Ž . Ž .ii D s, l s S L .F , s
Ž . Ž .We have to explain why our notation here and in 5.12 and 5.11 is
Ž . Ž .consistent. By construction the map H : End N “ End ER , s RG R , s H R , sR , s
respects projections onto direct summands. In particular, it takes the
projection p of N onto its direct summand M s N to theÄv R , s R , s v , R
projection p of E onto its direct summand y H s H . Omittingv R , s v R , s R , s
indices R, s we have:









Ž .Proof. We have by 6.34 ,
Ãym N (Ps ym N ( ym p S s ym p S m NŽ . Ž . Ž .S S H v H v S
s ym M , 6.40Ž .H
because p S m N s p N s M.Äv S v
Further relations between the functors P, H, S and their various right
inverses will be investigated elsewhere. Now we justify our notation for the
irreducible G-modules using the same labels for images under the functors
Ã ÃS and H:
THEOREM 6.41. Let l & n . Thens
Ã l Ã lH S s S W s S s, l ,Ž .Ž . Ž .R , s R R , s R
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and if in addition l g P reg, thens
Ã l Ã lH D s S L s D s, l .Ž .Ž . Ž .F , s F F , s F
reg Ž l . Ž .If l f P , then P L s 0 .s F
Proof. We apply Theorems 6.18, 5.3, and 1.2 to obtain
Ã l l l lS W ( W p ? N s W p p ? N ( W p ? p NÄŽ .R , s R R v R , s R v v R , s R v v R , s
l l Ã l( W p ? M ( S ? M ( H S s S s, l ,Ž .Ž .R v R , s R R , s R , s R
l l Ž .since W p s S s S s, l by Theorem 6.35. A similar argument appliesR v R
Ž .for the FG-modules D s, l .
We now choose s g C l , thus s is semisimple of order prime to l , ands s
Ž . Ž .let l & n . Because s is l-regular, the associated n, ‘ -index 4.2 ,s
d d ??? n n ???1 2 1 2
s, l l I s, l s 6.42Ž . Ž . Ž .l Ž1. Ž2.ž /s s ??? l l ???1 2
Ž . Ž di.is a head n, l -index by Definition 5.18, where again s g GF q isi
Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž2. . Ž .determined by 4.3 , l s l , l , . . . , and n s n , n , . . . . Moreovers 1 2
Ž .d is the degree of the minimum polynomial of s over GF q . Thus wei i
Ž . < l 4have a bijection between the set s, l s g C , l & n and the set ofs s s
Ž .head n, l -indices. Recall that the latter parametrizes the l-regular
w x Ž . Ž .conjugacy classes by 21, 2.8 . Observe further that D s, l (u D t, m for
l Ž . Ž .s,t g C , l & n and m & n with s, l / t, m . This follows from Theo-s s s t
w xrem 4.16 for s / t and from 9, 2.28 if s s t and l / m. Thus the number
 Ž . < l 4of elements in D s, l s g C , l & n is precisely the number ofs s s
Ž w x.l-regular conjugacy classes of G, and we have shown comp. 22, 4.9 :
THEOREM 6.43. The set,
lD s, l s g C , l & nŽ . 4s s s
is a complete set of nonisomorphic irreducible FG-modules. The FG-module
Ž . lS s, m for s g C and m & n is a reduction modulo l of the irreducibleF ss s
Ž . Ž .KG-module S s, m and e¤ery composition factor of S s, m is of the formK F
ÃŽ . Ž .D s, l for some l & n . The matrix D defined in 6.30 is the part of thes s
l-modular decomposition matrix of G which describes the composition factors
in reductions modulo l of irreducible KG-modules in the geometric conjugacy
Ž .class E s .
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As an immediate consequence in view of Theorem 4.16 we have:
COROLLARY 6.44. The ordinary and l-modular irreducible representations
Ãof G can be ordered such that the l-modular decomposition matrix D of G is
Ã llower unitriangular. Here the lower unitriangular matrices D with s g C ares ss
Ãpositioned down the main diagonal of D.
As remarked in 5.22 there is a bijection between the head and special
Ž .foot n, l -indices given by an e-l-adic decomposition of multipartitions. It
w xwas shown in 21 that the corresponding irreducible FG-modules for
corresponding indices coincide. More precisely, if s g C l and l & n ands s s
Ž . Ž . Ž .if I s, l is the corresponding head n, l -index as defined in 6.42 , wel
Ž . Ž .find y g C s constructed by the procedure in Definition 4.36 suchG l
Ã regthat the following holds: sy g ST and there is l g P , given by thel s y
e-l-adic decomposition of l , such that
ÃI s, l ‹ I sy , l 6.45Ž . Ž .Ž .l l
Ž .is a bijection between the set of head and the set of special foot n, l -in-
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .dices. Here the special foot n, l -index I sy, l is defined as in 5.17 .l
w xThe following result was shown in 21, 5.1 :
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 6.46. Let the n, l -indices I s, l and let I sy, l bel l
Ž .defined as in 6.45 . Then
ÃD s, l ( D sy , l .Ž . Ž .
In the representation theory of algebraic groups in positive characteris-
w xtic Steinberg's famous tensor product theorem 44 decomposes irreducible
rational representations into twisted tensor products. On the level of
highest weights, Theorem 6.46 looks precisely like an analogous result. In
w x14 it was shown, that behind this is indeed a tensor decomposition for the
involved FG-modules.
We can now describe the Harish]Chandra series of the irreducible
FG-modules in more detail. For s g C l and l & n we determine y gs s s
Ž .C s as in Theorem 6.46. LetG l
=k =k1 2sy s t = t = ??? , 6.47Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž .where t is of degree l over GF q , theni i
L s GL q = ??? = GL q = GL q ??? , 6.48Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t l l l1 1 2^ ‘ _
k factors1
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Ž . Ž .by formula 4.8 and L is the semisimple HC-vertex of D s, l byt
Theorem 5.21. The outer tensor product,
D t , 1 m ??? m D t , 1 m D t , 1 m ??? 6.49Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2^ ‘ _
k factors1
Ž . Ž Ž . .is a semisimple HC-source of D s, l replacing t in indices by t . Notei i
Ž Ž ..that D t , 1 s C . Moreover, applying Theorem 6.46 once more wei F , t i
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž l i.. Žhave D t , 1 s D s , 1 , where s is the l-regular part of t whichi i i i
Ž . .coincides with one of the parts s in formula 4.3 for s . Thus thej
Ž .semisimple HC-source of D s, l can also be described as an outer tensor
product,
D s , 1l1 m ??? m D s , 1l1 m D s , 1l2 m ??? . 6.50Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2^ ‘ _
k factors1
In Theorems 5.14 and 6.43 we also obtained results on the l-modular
decomposition matrix of G. Indeed the information we have so far suffices
to calculate all decomposition numbers of G from those of q-Schur
w xalgebras by a purely combinatorial algorithm. This was shown in 21 and
w x22 . For this, however, quotients of Hom-functors do not contribute
anything new, hence we present here only a rough sketch of some ideas
connected with Hom-functors and we refer for details and proofs to the
articles mentioned previously. First one observes that the statement on
decomposition numbers in Theorem 6.43 may be extended to all l-stable
w xelements s in C by 9, 4.10 :s s
ÃTHEOREM 6.51. Let s g ST . Then D describes the composition factorsl s
Ž . Ž .of the FG-modules S s, l of the form D s, m for l , m & n .F s
ÃXŽ w x.Theorem 6.46 matches up again by 21 part the columns of D and ofs
Ã Ã ÃD . However, in general, D has more columns than D , and hence theres s9 s
Ž . Ž .may be composition factors in S s, l which are not of the form D s, m ,F
w xwhere l , m & n . However, it was shown in 40 that this is not the cases
under the additional hypothesis, that s has an irreducible minimum
Ž .=d1polynomial, or equivalently that s s s and d n s n. From this one1 1 1
derives the general case by an algorithm which involves only the Richard-
son Littlewood rule and inverting some decomposition matrices of q-Schur
Ž .algebras. This takes care of all geometric conjugacy classes E s for
s g ST .l
Thus let s g C _ ST . Let s be the unique element in ST which isÄs s l l
l-equivalent to s which exists by Lemma 4.37. Note that s9 s s9 byÄ
construction. Then we apply Lemma 4.29 to conclude that F mO
Ž . Ž . Ž .End N is a parabolic subalgebra of End N ( End N ,O G s, O F G F , s F G F , s9Ä
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extending the constructions of this section to elements s g C which ares s
not l-stable. The Littlewood Richardson rule tells us, how Weyl modules
decompose after inducing them to larger q-Schur algebras, and this corre-
sponds to taking corresponding linear combinations in the decomposition
ÃŽ . Ž .matrix of E s9 of which D is a part to get the decomposition matrix ofÄ s9Ä
Ž .E s thus yielding all decomposition numbers of OG in terms of the
Ãmatrices D .s
Recall Theorem 4.16 about the blocks of G. In particular for s g C ls s
Ž .we introduced the notation E s to be the sum of blocks with semisimplel
part s. Because we vary G now we add a superscript G, that is we write
GŽ . Ž .E s s E s . Blocks whose semisimple part is the identity element of Gl l
are called unipotent. Here is another application of our previous combina-
w xtorial results, which were first observed in 22, 6.2 and which yield a
ŽJordan decomposition of blocks and decomposition numbers of G which is
w x.for arbitrary finite reductive groups still conjectural, see, e.g., 17, 4.5 .
COROLLARY 6.52. Let s g C l . Then the decomposition matrix of the sumss
GŽ . CGŽ s.Ž .E s equals the decomposition matrix of the sum E 1 of unipotentl l
Ž .blocks of the centralizer C s of s in G.G
GŽ . CGŽ s.Ž .In fact it is conjectured that the block ideals of E s and E 1 arel l
Morita equivalent O-algebras.
Finally we want to apply the results of Section 3 to generalize Takeuchi's
w xresult 45 . Let s g ST . In Situation 3.4 applied to Theorem 4.27 wel
take as right ideals of H s H the ideals y H , and these are pureO O , s l O , s
right ideals by Lemma 6.20. The corresponding OG-lattices are the mod-
ules N , so X of Situation 3.4 becomes E and N there is replacedl , O R R , s R
by N here. Furthermore the idempotent f of Situation 3.4 is theR , s
Ž . Ž . Ž .idempotent f defined in formula 6.15 . Now formulas 6.10 , 6.16 , ands
Theorem 6.11 imply that all assertions of Situation 3.4 are satisfied.
Moreover by Theorem 5.2 H is a symmetric hence self-injective algebra.F , s
Thus we may apply Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 3.20 to get the following
w xtheorem, of which Takeuchi's result 45 is a special case:
THEOREM 6.53. Let s g ST , and let f g OG, E , M , and Nl s R , s R , s R , s
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .for R g K, O, F be defined as 6.13 , 6.22 , and 6.15 . Then the following
holds:
Ž .i M f ( [ H y as left H -module.R , s s R , s l R , sl & n s
Ž . Ž .ii End M f ( S canonically.H R , s s R , sR , s
Ž .iii The ring f RGf acts on M f by right multiplication as H -s s R , s s R , s
Ž .endomorphisms such that the canonical map f RGf “ End M f iss s H R , s sR , s
surjecti¤e.
Ž .iv The f RGf -module M f has the double centralizer property.s s R , s s
Ž .Thus in particular End M f ( H .f RG f R , s s R , ss s
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